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FOREWORD
IMIDLY and with wonder, yet willingly. The Pltrpt.e Patcher takes
its place within the records of Holy Cross and goes down in the an-
nals of 1907 as her Class Book. Time pressed, with not a single path
to guide it, it has blazed its own trail through tracts entangled, a
pioneer in paths before untrodden. And now it stands before you!
Its work is dons. Judge it not in the spirit of what might have
been or should be had conditions been all proper, but in the light of what it really
is p:iss censure. The first of a long line to follow, the harbinger, we hope, of better
and nobler things to come. The Pimipi^e Patcher salutes you!
Of necessity a great portion of that which is inscribed within these covers will
be appreciated by the class of 1907 alone. But many a one who reads mayhap will
find herein contained some little key to memories too long abandoned to oblivion's
care. And it is because we thought there were mines as deep of treasured lore
and wells of happy hours as sweet to be found upon this hill of ours as are told of
in an\' other spot on earth, that we have ventured thus to picture in some little way
the life and men at Holy Cross. For sixtj^ years memories of Holy Cross have
flourished brightly, waned, then died away,—and the mausoleum oblivion raised
has guarded well her dead. Then better far, we hope, has been our task to build
a treasure house in which to store our own than bid the same stern reaper of those
sixty years entomb what we could e'er remember but would one time in vain
endeavor to recall.
And so The Purim.e Patcher stands, with all its imperfections, the last official
word of 1907, a monument, howsos'er unwo thy, tj her loyalty and her unity,—the
last and inevitable result of that burning spirit which for four years has bound us as
one with a common chain, whose every link was forged within the furnance of deep-
est friendship and good-fellowship, then strength-tested by many a trial.
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TO THE CLASS
nHE PURPLE PATCHER at best can but imperfectly mirrorand recall those little traits and characteristics and good times
had together which have made each one a true friend to his
fellow and 1907 a class we well feel proud of. To do more
would be beyond its power and intentions ; for it has but
tried to present enough of each to all that in future years its pages may
be to us some little picture of the men we knew so well at Holy Cross
as classmates, friends, as fellows together. If in so doing the jibe
or pointed pun has fallen seemingly hard upon you,—and we have all
received our share—only remember the}' were given in that self-same spirit
of good-will and fellowship which have characterized our relations here
for four years past; and we, the editors, can feel that when the jibes
were weighed and meted out, the ounce of product was well balanced by
the full weight of impartiality which hung in the other pan.
^'
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FRANCIS C. BURNS
r^s^v^ t,--'^*^
Leominster, Mass
Amoeba'
'
Frank"
Youth comes but once in a lifetime.''—Longfellow
A little man with dark red hair, a broad smile, and a pleas-
ing voice. Always ready for an educated good time, a late
sleep, a quiet game of set-back (amateur or professional), or in-
door athletics of any kind, provided they are within his own
room. He can shake down a clog or Alumni Hall just as easily
as he can shoot a tennis ball into a waste basket in an inter-
room basket-ball series, and referee the game while playing. Frank
cut out smoking once and nearly perished in his longing for the fragrant
weed. He speedily overcame his vow in clouds of Bull Durham and
has had better sense ever since. He has had three new room-mates
in as many years, and declares he will supply them as fast as the ex-
aminers pluck them.
'^^*^lP^c^i^c-t5^^«r^> c^^c-^i^
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Worcester, Mass.
Carry Hahill"' Harry"
The man who hails you Tom or Jack,
And proves by thumping on your hack
His sense of your great merit.''''—Cowper
Varsity Foot-ball (l) Varsity Track (l) Second Base-ball (s)
Harry was one of our most promising athletes in Freshman,
entering as New England amateur quarter-mile champion, but
ill health ))revented further deeds on the gridiron and track, to
the undeniable loss of Holy Cross. He did valuable coaching
stunts on the class foot-ball teams in other years, but never
quite equalled Wish'' Grady's mountain-trained team of Freshman
year. Evidently all Harry's speed is in his lower extremities, for his
talk is alwaj's run on the low gear, except when he and Jim Foley begin
a discussion on basket-ball
—
past, present and future. They have
argued about Chicopee Falls' team for three years, and each thinks
he is jollying the other. In all probability each is right. Nominally
Harrj' is a day scholar, but he has to sto]) and think if anyone asks
him, because he is home only enough to keep his legal residence in
the city. Harry's strong act is to keep official score of a base-ball
game on the back of an envelope or on the sole of his shoe.
'€^^ -SJ
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Boston, Mass.
Sousa " Bill "
Sang in tones of deep ernotiofi
Songs of love and songs of longing.''—Longfellow.
Varsity Foot-ball (.3-4) Class Foot-ball (l-2) Glee Club (2-3-4)
MgT. Glee Club (4) Mgr. Class Basket-ball (4) Dra-
matics (3-4) Sec'v and Treas. Class (l) Ban-
quet Com. (1-2-3)
Sousa" took the medal for hammer hurlino- for four years
and has tried to be impartial and not miss anyone. He loves
to pai'ade the corridor in his Jersey and glasses, with his little
white hat on the back of his neck. Reads Sporting Life "
every week and hence knows all the famous ball players by
sight. Since our Junior Minstrels we believe Sousa " is the
minstrel boy that Tom Moore thought went to war. When it comes to
deep sea fishing Sousa" says the Boston Store can't be beat.
Get a gold-fish, Tim." Is mainstay in the back yard quartette, and
the most conspicuous figure in the Glee Club photograph. He holds
that the Boston Americans are the best ball players south of the North
Pole, in spite of Josh" Kearney's Poquonnock assertions.
'^^-r^l^^^^c^^C^^ c^-^^-^f^
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EDWARD J. CARROLL.
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Boston, Mass.
Ed."
There is a,foolish corner even in the hraitis of a sage.'"'—Aristotle.
Class Basket-ball (1-2-3-4) Captain Class Basket-ball (4)
Mgr. Class Foot-ball (l-2) Dramatics (4)
On the surface as quiet an individual as the class can boast,
but underneath his placid exterior there is no small mixture of
pepper and Worcestershire Sauce. A bad man in a basket-ball
game and invincible in getting out of a pair of buttoned shoes ¥H)
on shoi't notice. Yea, Houdini's agility is like unto that of an \L
elephant when compared with " Ed's " speed getting out of bed Jjjil
with a minute to spare before breakfast. Says a fellow can't help
being popular. His dream of ha{)piness consists in a little white
cottage built for two, and he says they can live on love and honey,
if she will furnish the honey. "Ed" has established a bureau of
information on beans in his room, being an authority by birth. Sprained
his fingers talking to the dummies down at Green's in Senior and was
out of several championship class games because of singing the deaf
music.
]^^^^,^j>,^^y^y,^^,r^^^^^^^^^'^^^'^^'-^^^^^^'^^^^'
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GEORGE S. L. CONNOR
, r"^^^^j •^ --^V*
HoLYOKE, Mass
Doc" The Coon"' Honey"
Ye Gods ! annihilate both space and time,
And make two loiters happy."—Pope
Varsity Foot-ball (l-2-3-4) Captain Foot-ball Team (3-4)
Varsity Basket-ball ( 1-2-3) Dramatics (4)
A strong man with the pigskin, in the class-room or as cheer
leader. Sings first tenor on that pale duet of ours, of melodies
so sad that the darkness of their melancholy overhangs even
the complexion of the singers. In Freshman gave promise of
rivaling Homer, Longfellow and a few more of the old boys by
a dream entitled "The Freshman's Crib." His muse, however,
fell asleep in the crib and never woke up, so Doc" went into athletics.
For four j'ears he shone on the gridiron and basket-ball floor, and for
two years led our foot-ball teams to victory. His deeds of glory have
won for him at least one little pulsation of this Heart of the Common-
wealth, and many a one has envied Doc since first he crossed the goal
line. With Jim Foley he has kept the restaurant business booming
in Worcester. He sinks into the arms of Morph}'" every evening
at 9.30, after bidding Jim good-night, and all is quiet from that source
thereafter.
Geekers Krinv"
^^r^
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WILLIAM H. CREAMER
"The Doctor"* "Bill"
Fall River, Mass.
'30 to ] Shot" "Willie""
Beautiful iiiform and
,
feature,
Lovely as the day.
Can there be so,fair a creature
Formed of common clay?"—Longfellow
Class Basket-ball ( 1-2-3-4) Captain (l) Class Foot-ball (l-S)
Second Base-ball ( 1-2-3) Vice-President Class (l)
Banquet Com. (l)
Doctor" hails from the city of large stories and small build-
ings. He has a fondness for allowing his imagination to straj'
and then relating the results as facts. He is a strong candi-
date for the fashion-plate of the class, although closely pushed
by Coach" Sullivan for this honor. Swears to five feet and nine
inches, although the best a casual observer can do for him is five
feet two. Doc" fails to see where the world has one chance in a
thousand against his charms, and from this we feel safe in predicting
nothing short of a bank presidency or the rear platform of a street car
for the little doctor. Bill," personally, believes that he has a splen-
did voice, but fortunately no one encourages him and he is too modest
and considerate to inflict himself on the strength of his own estimation.
-^©v>«—^Vj-
WILLIAM F. DAVITT
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WiLLIMANSETT, MaSS.
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"Bill" "Rough-house" "Rowdy" "Ot8tVoi;s"
^ /io?i among ladies is a dreadful thing.''
^
—Shakespeare
Varsity Foot-ball (4) Class Foot-ball (2) Class Basket-ball (s)
Second Foot-ball (s) Class Debating Team (s) Vice-Pres.
Athletic Ass'n. (4) Censor B. J. F. (s) Dramatics (4)
Samson and Hercules are second-raters and their deeds of
strength pale into insignificance when Bill" heeds the call of
the wild and starts in to change the established order of things.
His horse-power is unknown, but he was good with the
ponies" during our classic years, and he is ready, night or
day, to move the building or carry the bridge around in front
of Alumni Hall. For four years he took all the batterings and knocks
of the scrub foot-ball team, and was awarded the coveted H. C." in
Senior by unanimous and enthusiastic consent of all. He has the spirit
and grit to succeed, and it is going to take a big man to hold him
back. He is the Terrible" of the Terrible Twins, "and only a Daniel
could beard him in his den when he has the Twins"" behind him.
3.^-^^C-^^^^
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ROGER P. DAWSON
'€*^ tx^»-k i><**
Waterbury, Conn
Rhody" "Plugger" "Dusty" " Mattie"
blest with temper ivhose unclouded ray
Can make to-morroiv cheerful as to-day."—Pope.
Second Base-ball (s) Glee Club (3)
One of the famous Waterbury set whose names daily appeared
on the Wanted at the Office" list in Sophomore and wlio now
are scattered among the many eastern universities and colleges.
Rhody " was the startwirler in that memorable series between
"McCarthy's Rangers" and the ' Watei-bury Bunch" in
Freshman. No pitcher can ever boast that his curves and
Rhody 's '" in those swamp-playedslants were batted farther than
games. Profiting by the secrets he learned in the innermost dens of
Brother Mansel's laundry hospital, "Rhody" will probably take up
a sleight-of-hand act in vaudeville after graduation. Certainly no one
can make clothes disappear faster than this same Brother George, and
Rhody has had a season ticket to the clothes-room for four years. Was
in the Glee Club in Junior, but his curly locks and handsome
face so distracted part of the audience that he was cut.
• t^.^#^,^iL^,-^||j^_»,^!UrS^
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CHARLES A. DONOVAN
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Fuzzy" Hard Luck" Charley"
Soprano, basso, even the coiitra-alto
Wished him Jive fathom under the Rialto."—Byron
Glee Club (2-3-4) Dramatics (3-4.) Class Foot-ball (2)
In our Sophomore year St. Charles sent us a grand opera
singer in the person ot" Charley" Donovan. The memory of
his Corde Meo" will linger with us as long as we have any
memory left. The audience always waits with bated breath for
that grand climax in the vesper psalm where Charley" im-
itates a slide trombone when the slide is slippery. He has
chapei'oned the Glee Club three times on trips to his native land and
has caused innumerable heart breaks by his lavish introductions. He
sings first bass in Cuze" Welch's Trip-Hammer Trio." Roomed
with Finnegan, but lost so much valuable time in finding him and hold-
ing him in his room during exam" periods that at the end of Junior
both agreed to separate. Since then Frank has been finding himself
and Charley has been receiving visitors now and then in a realm of per-
fect quiet.
Jl5^«-ji|!^^^^M^«^'^«^<-«^j
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PATRICK DOWD
'#"^ t-/^*~k .^^s*
Westfield, Mass.
Tat" "O'Dowd" "Clarence" "Harp"
The Islander" Alien"
/ ivill go wash :
And when my face is .fair, you shall perceive
Whether I blush or no.''^—Shakespeare
Class Foot-ball (l-2) Vice-Pres. Class (2) Vice-Pres. Philo-
niathic (2) Consultor Sodalitj' (4) Censor B. J. F. (s)
Treas. Athletic Assn. (s) Second Foot-
ball Team (s) Dramatics (4)
Pat"" got by the custom house in 190.3, and soon learned to
speak the Enolish language without crying. He is a brawny
son of the ould sod,"' and true in spite of the fact that he
joined the English army in Rob Roy.*' He has a broad smile,
a sunny disposition, and a face like the setting sun when he blushes.
With his room-mate, Davitt, he challenges the world to a rough-house,
and they are popularly' known as The Terrible Twins." He always
experiences a peculiar feeling of depression before exams and is certain
he is plooked," yet he never gets worse than 99 or a clear card.
Pat's" chief source of exercise consists of nailing the papers from
home before anyone can see the O in front of his name. He gave up
tr\ing to be an orator after he abstracted his heart from the regions of
the small intestines and put it in the coffin with Caesar.
u**--
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Webster, Mass.
Charley" ^Duff"
An affable and courteous gentleman."'—Shakespeare
Duff*' is the silent partnei* in Cuze" Welch's hammer
factory. His principal aim in life is attained every other Satur-
day noon, when he goes over the hills to the old homestead on
the farm. He is the only man in the class who can pronounce
Lake Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoogagunoamaugg without
getting a hot-box in his tongue. He wanted to make a col-
lege yell out of it, but the police interfered—cruelty to animals. It is
the only waj' he can keep from freezing to death when living with
Welch. He has to sit by a radiator in the morning and let his brains
thaw out before going to class. Duff" says he would go looking for
the North Pole, only he never could stand the warm weather in that
Ai'ctic region. He serves as a refrigerator all summer at home, and the
weatherwise predict a cold wave every time he appears.
\.
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PETER J. DULLIGAN Worcester, Mass.
Pete" Petah"
" Three-ffths of him genius and tivo-fijlhs sheer fudge.""—Loivell
Class Track Team (1-2) Dramatics (4)
"Pete" spells a la Chaucer and was a warm advocate of the
phonetic spelling bill. Is class critic on all musical comedies
and vaudeville bills and manages the day scholars' room when
"Deac" Matthews is not around. Is a politician of note and
could have run for governor last fall but turned down the offer
to join the dramatic society and star in "Rob Roy." Can speak
all the sign languages, and is the George Washington of the _,^
East Side. "Pete" was door tender in Mr. Hogan's Trig. Class in
Sophomore, but resigned for the sake of the door. Is convinced that
he is no mathematician. " Petah" lost another chance to be a hero in
Junior when James "Bob" O'Neil handed him the slumber slap in three
rounds. Fortunately the moving picture machine was broken that day
'Pete" is still the grand mogul on Millbury Street.and
^t#M*^|b«^|!Ju»C^^4^3 ^-'.r-^P^
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THOMAS P. DURKIN
THE PURPLE PATCHER
SCRANTON, Pa.
Tom"
fVi.sel/y and slow
The}} slunihlc that run fast."—Shakespeare
The original Boy with the Changeable Eyes, and he uses
from one to three pairs with equal facility. If he were a bum-
mer he could be down street all the time getting his glasses
fixed," but he is not taking the Fresh Air course. Coach"
Sullivan declares that Tom is conducting a correspondence
school, judging from his mail, but Tom vouchsafes no informa-
tion and keeps on saying nothing
•o-fT'T^v
v; ,§ i'-.
Between Quinn's singing and his
own attempts to learn to smoke, he is sick about all the time. After
many unsuccessful efforts to make friends with the fragrant smoke, he
says he does not see how Pittsburg can stand it. He practised oratory
in the mines of his native state with a piece of coal in his mouth until
he was black in the face, but never got beyond the 'Four Score and
Seven Years Ago" stage.
Say hello to yourself and see how you will like it."
'^#^*^i^e-l|^^tP^6^^ ..-'c^i^
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FRANCIS A. FINNEGAN Lowell, Mass.
Frankie '
'
Amoeba '
'
Frank"
'/ am a man; nothing that is human do I think
unbecoming in mc.''—Terence
Glee Club (2-3-4) Orchestra (l)
Graduated from a Buster Brown suit into college, and, begin-
ning at the top, is going to work back. Feels sure he will be
the smallest graduate Holy Cross will ever have. He knows
whei-e 7-20-4s"" grow, but keeps the secret guarded in his
buzzum." He despises all pluggers and hence has no use
for himself. Is the only perpetual motion machine known to
exist, and wears out a pair of shoes before every exam running around
trying to find out how many times he has been over the matter more
than anyone else. Started to worry about the final exams in October.
"Frankie" took a violent dislike to a snow plow in Senior because it
spoiled the sleighing, and tried to push it off the track.
5:?v *>
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JOHN A. FLYNN
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Providence, R. I.
"Jack" "Big Bowse" "Floon" "Cap"
/ k/IOH'
The past, and thence I nill assay to glean
A warning for the future, so that man
May profit by his errors, and derive
Experience from his folly. '^—Shelley
Varsity Base-ball (1-2-3) Captain (s) Mgr. Class Basket-ball (l)
The original representative of the Floons," of which we
now have four copies, and, outside of Beef," the only sur-
vivor of the famous Medics" who led the simple life in our
early days. Jack" held down the initial sack on the varsity
base-ball team for four years, a peerless player, a mighty hitter,
and the record he established as captain in 1906, both in the
field and at the bat, will go unequalled for many a da_v on Mt. St. James.
He then joined the pros" and helped to keep Toronto in last place
during the 1906 season. During the winter he keeps in condition by
playing solitaire and smoking a big pipe. He works all day until he
trims the game, and then, with a hair-raising yowl, he incites Red"
Leahy to take a crack at the profanity producers and always obtains the
desired result. Bowse" is a sweet potato fiend, and hides away a
week's supply whenever they appear on the menu. His library consists
of two copies of Sporting Life" and a Red Book." He does not
believe in buying text-books and gets all lessons by intuition or innate
ideas.
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WILLIAM S. FLYNN Providence, R. I
Biir^ Little Bowse"
The nedi thing to being witty one\s- self, is to he able to quote
another's wit.
'
'
—
Bovee.
Second Base-ball (l-2) Class Foot-ball (]) Dramatics (4) Class
Book Committee (-i)
A brother of Jack and another of the famous Flynn
Flamly" of ball jjlajers and minstrel boys. When Bowse*'
gets loose on a rhapsody of jokes a stranger would think he was
one of the many contestants for supreme power in Bulgaria.
All the other claimants in Worcester live on a hill out at the
eastern end and have keepers. Bill" can carry on a spicy con-
versation with his feet and has dodged bouquets at many a soiree while
he shook down a German jig or heeled and toed through a choppj- clog.
He never found a pipe big enough in the bowl, and says that if he could
get one which would burn all day he would cut down on his smoking
and only smoke one pipeful a day. To further make himself popular
Bowse" draws caricatures and plays the piccolo. This last accomplish-
ment endeared him to the faculty in Sophomore to such an extent that
he was presented with all the demerits on hand.
^^^*^5:t3^^|i^^tf^f^3
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CHARLES L. FOLEY
/ aw Sir Oracle,
And n'hen I ope viy lips let no dog hark.''''—Shakespeare
Philomathic Debating Team (2) Class Debating Team (S-i)
Glee Club (4) Dramatics (3-4) Business Mgr. Purple (.S-4)
Class Book Com. (4) Class Sec'y and Treas. (s) Sec'y
Dramatic Club (,'0 Sec'y B. J. F. Debating Society (s)
Prefect Sodality (4)
This deep-voiced orator blew down from the wind-swept
heights of the Berkshires, and though he has adopted the ways
of civilization during his sojoui'n at Holy Cross, he still retains
the nasal North Adams drawl. There is something about him
that has a salutary effect on debate judges, for he was chosen to go to
Boston and do the honors in Sophomore, while in Junior he led the
clever but unfortunate class team to an ill-deserved defeat". His histrionic
abilities as Henry IV. and later as Mr. Owen in Rob Roy"" caused
Dick" Mansfield and Male" Williams to look to their laurels. It is
strange that he is always picked for the fatherly parts, but Gol"' sim-
ply smiles and is mum. The glee club considers him a fiind and his
basso profundo moves the audience to tears. He has an English sense
of humor and usually begins to laugh when every one else is through.
He is fond of telling what a good time he will have with the Canadians
next year at McGill, but while we believe he will be in Montreal, we
doubt if McGill will see much of him.
^'^S^.'^^^-^^.^^^r^L^^^^^r^^.
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JAMES A. FOLEY Chicopee Falls, Mass.
"Jim" "Foli"
To sleep, perchance to dream; ay, there's the rub."—Shakespeare
Varsity Foot-ball (s) Class Foot-ball (l-S) Class Basket-ball
(1-2-4) Asst. Mgr. Varsity Basket-ball (s) Glee Club (4)
A little, thin, consumptive .youth, with a calliope laugh of
14x16 dimensions. Jim has oscillated from bed to refectory
and restaurants for four years and is still as thin as the proverb-
ial roll of butter. Has a voice as sweet as those who of old
lured sailors on the main, but kept it safely tucked away till
Junior. Then aired it out before Sousa Cahill, and was
immediately engaged to sing himself to glory and to tears with
.
a plaintive ballad in the minstrel show. He has been the
jiatron saint of the Worcester restaurateurs for four years, and
the first night in Senior that he attended the students' supper he
received the customary Hoiah" given to old grads," so surprised
were the boys at this strange and unheard-of proceeding. Next to
eating, Jim's strong point is sleeping. He moors himself to the
Ostermoor on the slightest pi*ovocation, and has the class sleep
record.
^\ ^^^ n>
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WILLIAM H. L. FORESTELLE
"Bill" "Nig'"
i-^^^^ *=^^^ i^y-^*^ f^^-^—i
Shelton, Conn.
aousa
Mi.slike Die not .for iiiij complexion
The shadowed liverij of the burnished sun."—Shakespeare
Glee Club (2-3-4.) Class Foot-ball (l-2) Dramatics (4)
Toastniaster Class Banquet (s)
The second of that pale duet and for this reason we first
called him Sousa. That dark cloud of melancholy soon set-
tled too deep upon him, however, and we had to call him Nig.
His fondest wish now is that the wind won't alwaj's stand still
or blow his way, but will one day shift and waft that cloud
over Connor. Be it a flight of the Glee Club or a foot-ball trip, Bill's
mail always shows a marked increase, also a remarkable change in color.
For weeks Here knows the pink and the blue ones must be Bill's, and
Here is alwavs right. As an impersonator Sousa is a wonder, but this
opinion is personal and we doubt whether it would receive the sanction
of some of our learned professors. Bill sings the big rumble in the
Back Yard Quartette and was the star of the Junior minstrel boys. In
Senior year he donned the kilties and developed a fine Hoot Mon dialect
for the Rob Roy'' cast.
^.^^^IIU^^I^C-IIJ^^W^^^^c-^i^
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HARRY J. HA'^'^rii.TT Worcester, Mass
"Harry Hatchet" Historian"
Heard melodies are siveet, but those unheard are sweeter."—Keats jj'
Harry was born and brought up in Quinsiyaniond \'illaj)f, in
the shadow of the great wire mills, and, after graduating from
classical high school, blazed a trail through Taylor's Woods and
has broken paths over the back hill to Holy Cross ever since.
The veterans tell us that he essayed to be a sage in his prep"
days but Coach" Sullivan was longer winded and beat him
out, so Harry relapsed into i)rimordial quiet. He says that he has
several kinds of song birds calling for help, but to us, the uninitiated, his
voice seems to be one of the ordinary "put down six and carry two"
variet.v. Nugent says "Harry" was convicted of piracy one time' for
committing murder on the high C, and Nugent is an honorable man. Is
champion of the cldss in being nearly, but not quite, late every day and
l)robably acquired the habit as all suburbanites do. Has not decided
to graduate, for he says he needs the exercise every morning. Ill ( - '
-J^^-^ss^^^^^-^^^W^^^^'^'
MAURICE W. KEARNEY
Rube" Josh" Harris"* Mauritz"
His corn and cattle were his only care,
And his supreme delight a country .fair.'"'—Dryden
Mot. Second Base-Ball Team (s) Class Basket-Bali (2-3-4)
Class Track Team (l) Censor B. J. F. (4)
Josh came daown from the country" and joined the class at
midyear in Freshman. Was the star centre-fielder on his town
team, and with tears in his eyes tells even now how Rainbow
beat Poquonock for the championship of the Hubbard Squash
League. While managing the varsity second team he had re-
venge by trimming Pigeon Hill, Oil City, Simsbury, Chicago Amer-
icans and other major league teams. Unfortunatel}' one of the j^layers
left the official score book on the train one day after figuring out his
average and the record of that grand team is lost. Rube" could not
see how Gene" O'Neil could play basket-ball in a white jersey when
all the rest of the class team had purple in the Boston College Second
game and failed to appreciate ' Gene's" cleverness in sliding in ten extra
minutes on the second half. Josh" is much photographed, and the cut
on this page is the result of months of careful consideration. He is
greatly opposed to union working hours, but he has as many medals as a
hero of sixty battles for his prowess with the brain-developers.
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WILLIAM E. LEAHY MoNSON, Mass.
"Red*" Bill'" Monson Burner'
Co7nb clown his hair; look.' look! it stands upright."—Shakespeare
Class President (2-3-4) Philomathic Debating Team (2) Class
Debating Team (l-S) Mgr. Class Basket-ball Team (s) Dra-
matics (s) Asst. Manager Purple (-i) Editor-in-chief Class
Book (4.) Class Banquet Committee (2-.'5) Secy. Sodality (s)
Prefect S. (4)
Red" is ringleader in holiday committees, cheering bands,
knocking bees, in fact anything out of the natural order of things.
Like Julie Csesar, he can do man.v things at once. He has intro-
duced several innovations at Holy Cross, among them being class pipes,
the class book, 7.30 permission on a 6 o'clock limit, hut he has never yet
downed his room-mate in an argument unless H3'giene was asleep.
Conducts a sort of village store in his room, and his tobacco never gets a
chance to grow stale. He has been class pleader and kicker for three
years and thinks the experience will help him when the people insist
on his running the country for a few years, later on. When he gets
into an argument nothing less than a blast or his own room-mate can
drown him out.
ROBERT B. MASTERSON Pittsfield, Mass.
"Bob" "Dub" "Yap'
//' / by chance succeed
In tvhat I write, and that's a chance indeed,
Know I am not so stupid, or so hard.
Not to
,
feel praise, or ,fame\s deserved reward."—Dryden
Editor-in-Chief Purple (4) Associate Editor (2-3) Class Book
Committee (4) Censor B. J. F. (4) President Philomathic
Debating Society (2) Class Debating Team (l) Philomathic
Debating Team (2) President Dramatic Society (4) Vice-
President (3) Dramatics (2-3-4) Elocution Prize (l)
Bob" has almost as many offices as a New York sky-scraper
and a great many more stories. He was sporting editor of the
Purple for two years, and then took charge of the comic section.
He is also the local Associated Press representative, and always
has a supply of news, natural or artificial. In Lent he always cuts out
tobacco, or rather cuts out buying it. Dub" has quite a reputation as
an actorine, and can demand the missing documents and search for the
'che-ild" in true Malcolm Williams style. He has parried Billy"
Nugent's puny puns for three yeai-s and displayed wonderful and Job-
like patience. In Senior he appointed himself assistant class post-
master, to Coach's" unfeigned disgust. He was always very conscien-
tious, until he was appointed class beadle, and since then he has left
his conscience on the ice-box and has become a good fellow.
^.^|^«^^s«4|pL,c^^^r^3,^^. ^^-^^.^^^
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EDWARD J. MATTHEWS
"Deac"
Wheii I beheld this I sighed and said within myself:
Surely mortal man is a hroom-stick."—Swift
Class Banquet Committee, Toastmaster (2) Dramatifs (s)
Class Book Committee (4) Class Vice-President (,'0
Although his name did not appear in large type on the bills,
"Deac" was unquestionably the star comedian of the King
Henry IV." cast in Junior. His natural make-up was sufficient
to bring down the house. ' Deac'" was so interested in Physio-
logical Psychology in Senior that he fainted just to give the
class a chance to test the worth of a certain cure recommended in the
lecture. He had so far to fall, however, that he came to before he
reached the ground. Hoyle has no warmer admirer than this same
Deacon," and in Senior he was forced to play solitaire because of the
utter lack of sporting blood in the day scholars' room. Ed" is a
great story-teller, and since his memorable European tour after Junior,
he has had many an argument with Dowd on the height and color of
the Atlantic's waves and the value of sea water for drinking purposes.
Deac" killed enough men as soldier for King Henry IV. and was not
drafted in Senior year.
•#lDL.c^sri|^,.^^^_^gI)^^^^^^
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Farmington, Conn
"Mac" "Big- Gene" "Genie"
0, 'tis excellent to have a giant's strength hut "'tis tyrannous to use
it like a giant.
^'
—Shahespeare
Varsity Foot-ball (2-3-4) Varsity Track Team (2) Manager
Varsity Base-ball (4) Class Banquet Com. (.S) Class Basket-
ball (1-2-3-4) Captain (3) Dramatics (3-4) Class Football (l)
Treasurer Fhilomathic Debating Society (2) President of Ath-
letic Association (4) Secretary Athletic Association (3)
Mac" is a modest, retiring little chap, who hides his voice up
ill his right cheek and talks sideways before a crowd. He wears
kid gloves in a foot-ball game, to preserve the facial beauty of
his opponents as much as possible, and tries to date up the offi-
cial. He has led a strenuous life trying to keep Dopo" in the room
nights, and break him of saying Gee Whiz." Mac" bats about
.484 in the Knife and Fork League but doesn't see how he does it. He
can supply Down East Yank stories on easy terms and will vouch for
them all. His favorite occupation is to dismantle a room while he tells
you how much he likes you. He does military duty once a year for the
Dramatic Society and makes a fine appearance in kilties.
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WILLIAM J. McCARTY Dover, N. H.
"Biir* "Justin" "Mac"'
A merrier jnan,
Within the limits of becomifig mirth,
I never spent an hour^s talk withal. "
Bill" has only been with us one year, but that has been an
eventful one for him, for he roomed with Amoeba" Burns and
has developed into an amateur rough-house and waste-basket-
ball player of no mean ability. When the class team played
Boston College Second in Junior, Gene" O'Neil claims that
he held the hands of the timer's watch for fifteen minutes on Mac,"
in a vain hope that we might win. Outside of that they are good
friends. Justin" claims the intercollegiate set-back championship,
but refuses to play McClure until he gets a reputation. Takes notes
with both hands and watches the bridge all at the same time. Coach"
Sullivan's most bitter opponent in quasi-philosophical arguments, and
has ' Here" calling. Hold on!'' from the start. Neither has ever
talked the other down, but Mac must yield in the long run.
!!»»•- «t.
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Jim' Mac" Horse'
Central Falls, R. I.
^ Ralph"
But as day funis into night
I begin to
,
feel all right. ^'—Selected
Class Foot-ball (l-'2) Manager Class Track Team (s)
Here we have the class patriarch. Many may come and
many may go, but Mac" goes on forever. It is rei)orted on
good authority that Ralph" was playing marbles—there were
no cards in those days—down behind the barn the day Father
Fitton deeded the property to Bishop Fenwick, and Jim"
himself says he can remember when Brother Mansel first entered the
Prep. Our earliest recollection of him dates to the day he held the
opposing rush line while Doc" Creamer went looking for the ball.
The class need never fear a unanimous vote while Jim" is a member.
^^ He has a life membership in every hammer club in the country, and
has founded not a few himself. Indignantly denies his life sentence at
Holy Cross, and delights in telling late recruits of that 1900 team,"
the cream of them all.
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FRANCIS P. McNAMARA
'^"^ t>-#»-^ ,v^
Worcester, Mass.
"Frankie" "Mac"
Ye auburn locks, ye golden curls.
Speak J'rom your folded papers. ' '
—
Holmes
Short in size, but long' on the curl.v auburn liair. Never
yet been known to fail to answer a question in class, so
easily can he w'ave aside the most difficult, that he baffles
the professor, himself and every one else. Mac** has a
bet with Pete'" Dulligan that he will be late more times
in his course than Petah," but at present the contestants are
about even. The records have been so badly broken that no one
even remembers what they were. Frankie'* was caught playing
the National Game" in the Day Scholars" room in Junior, under
the captaincy of "Deac** Matthews, but they proved that the
game laws were off, and the Deacon" bought a new pair of eye-
glasses. Mac" just missed being the infant of the class, but
Finnegan slipped off his high-heeled shoes and won out.
|^.^|fe3,;^5U^^S}Il^e.^|n^e^.
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THOMAS H. McNAMARA
Tom"
Adams, Mass.
'Shorty Mac'"
He''s qf stature somewhat low.
Your hero should be always tall, you know.''''—Churchill
Class Foot-ball (l-2) Store Manager (.s)
Another small package of good stuff" who hails from the wild
and woolly Berkshires and possesses the regulation boiler-factory
voice. Denies that the Lord dumped all the leavings of the
world into a valley and called it Adams. Says Mount McKin-
ley hasn't much on Greylock, and as for natural beauty and
health V climate—etc. " Good-bve ! ! Says A-ya" like a freight train
going up grade, and can quote Bill" Shakespeare by the day, week,
or month. Tom" would like to smoke, but ! t ! Believes it is
better to have loved a short man than never to have loved at all. This
is a recent conclusion, because Tom had a ticket for the Sem"' until
Thanksgiving in Senior, but has since exchanged it for an open-face
suit. Is a patron of all heavy thinking lectures, and is a most con-
sistent worker, and the world can easily, and will gladly, make room for
him.
How? When? Why? Where? Who?
'*^J^*^l{^c^>^c-tl^C^^^^^-^
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VINCENT T. MEANEY
-^^t-/^*"^ .v^
Danburv, Conn.
Vince" Lankv' Loiiir Tom"
I am resolved in growj'at, and look ijnung iilljhiijj."—Dnjden
Manager Varsity Track (ij Class Debating Team (2) Dra-
matics (3) President Philomathic Debating Societ.v (s)
Associate Editor Purple (4) Class Book Committee (4) Class
Banquet Committee (s)
Vince came from Danbury, his name from Ireland and his hair
from Sweden. Arrived here in a Danbury hat, with a little pipe
and a score of blue tinted letters. After a short, swift cam-
paign with Xenophon he joined 1907 and has been a charter
member of every knocking and batting bee since. With Gene
O'Neil and Ed Matthews he forms the third pin in the class
candle-pin trio and as a composer of sheet music he is unequal ed. He
is match-box, tobacco pouch and pharmacist for the whole corridor.
Has a controlling interest in a local laundry and knows nearly every
school teacher in the country districts of his native state. In the past
four years has slept nearly two. Only his trusty stentor, Mul, kept
him awake in Junior and in Senior. Vince retaliated by getting late
sleeps for the year. After his warlike career in Henry IV. he aban-
doned the army for the Varsity track, which he managed while it lived
in 1906-1907. Will someone tell Vince who put him to sleep under
his own bed one night in Junior?
'How's your appetite, Vince?"
^^L^*^#U,^|jL3,^^«r^3c^^C-^^
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EDWARD F. MITCHELL
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Clinton, Mass.
Ed"
Great contest follows and much learned dust.'''—Byron.
Our only representative from Little Ireland," but able
to defend it all alone. Never yet let a story get by him
without adding amendments. Has a remarkable familj- tree,
which he delights in telling about. Among the branches ai'e
several rich uncles who have buried large fortunes and have for-
gotten where they put the shovel. Another relative is credited
with an invention for melting pig iron with a sun glass. Ed" claims
to have voted No License" in Clinton ever since he was able, and
says he has done all in his power to make the town a second Sahai-a.
Clinton is always at least 1000 larger than the city under discus-
sion, and every notable from President Roosevelt to Carry Nation,
"your loving home defender," has spoken there.
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JAMES C. MULVANEY Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Mill"' Clarence" "Jim" "Chester"
An aulo! an aido! My Manor
For an auto!''—King Richard XXIII.
Varsity Track Team (l
-3) Class Track Team ( 1-2) Captain
Class Team (l-2) Winner Cross Country Run (s)
Dramatics (4)
Exuberance personified and fount of all enthusiasm. Be-
tween keeping the walk clean in front of Mul's Manor,"
running the machine" and jogging twenty odd laps on the
track every night, Mul" has been a busy man. He is an
adept with a lawn mower, as many Worcesterites can affirm. Chester"
has seconded every motion ever put to the class, and always prefaces
his remarks by ' Whereas." He is official purchaser of theatre tickets
for the class, and is ready to tumble out of bed night or day 1o rub
down a sore athlete, or dilate on the latest experience of Bros."
Roomed with Vince" Meaney for three years, and started off each
day by instilling life into his long room-mate, and hence has developed
a muscular right arm. Motto: Boost Everything.
"
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JOHN J. MURPHY Cambridge, Mass.
"Murph"' "Miirphi" "Harvard Johnny" "jack"
His cogitative J'aculties immersed
In cogibundity of cogitation. ' '
—
Carey
rj* Class Basket-ball Team (3-4.) Elocution Prize (s) Ass't Mgr.
Purple (3) Associate Editor Purple (4) Class Foot-
ball (I-2) Class Debating Team (4)
'Murph*" started his collegiate course by introducing the
latest erudite Harvard"" ideas to the startled natives. He
tried to institute the cut" system within our sacred walls,
but met with little success. He steadied Freshman in those
memorable gridiron battles ot" our infant year, and gave expert testi-
mony on why we lost. His favorite occupation is to write long
winded dopes on blue skies, setting suns, silvery moons and open
firejjlaces. Murphi rooms with Shorty McNamara, and they have at
least one Webster vs. Calhoun argument every day, in which the
longest winded and loudest voiced wins out. Jack has more big
words than two unabridged dictionaries, and has the ot iroWot calling
for help from the start when he breaks into a discussion of psychology.
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JOSEPH F. MURRAY Waterbury, Conn.
Joey"
Hoiv well he is read, to reason against reading. '
'
—Shakespeare
President B. J. F. Debating Societj- (4) Vice-President Philo-
mathic Debating Society (1) Class Secretary and Treasurer
(2-4) Vice-Pres. B. J. F. (s) Consultor Sodality (4)
A man of pronounced likes and dislikes,—mostly dislikes.
Has the velvet nearly worn off his little hammer, but like the
famous Waterbury tickers, his alarm is merely intended to wake
people up. Is literary critic on all books and magazines months
before anvone else hears of them. He had a stormy term as
head of the B. J. F. in Senior, and could easily manage one of those
little South American countries after his experience. With Rhody"
Dawson, he forms the sad remnants of that once glorious ' Waterbury
Bunch" who kept life humming in Freshman and Sophomore. The old
crowd is gone, those days are over and Joey" is leading the simple
life again.
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PiTTSFiELD, Mass
"Bill" Willie"
Mayi
!
' Thou pendulum betwixt a smile and a tear.
'
'
—Byron
r. Orchestra ( 1-2-3-4) Secretary B. J. F. Debating Society (4)
ML Associate Editor Purple (4)
It is wonderful that Bill" got into this part of the book.
He has had so many close escapes from the In Memoriam"
section that he seems to bear a charmed existence. Makes at
least a half-dozen puns a day, and at Holy Cross the fellows,
instead of saying Good Morning," invariably greet each other with
Have you heard Nugent's latest .''" He is considered perfectly harm-
less, however, and this accounts for his present hold on life. When it
comes to working, he is no joker and has nearly succeeded in burning
up the available supply of midnight oil. It is said that a room at home
has been papered with his testimonials, but Willie" says that that is
only a roomer." Now, doesn't he deserve a pair of wings and some
carnation pinks "t Probably his worst offences were when he called his
door very knobby," and declared that the corridor clock was two-faced.
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DANIEL F. O'CONNELL
Dan"
Worcester, Mass.
Fudgy"
Then, and not till then, let my epitaph he written.''''—Emmet
Dramatics (s)
The Beau Brummel of the class and a strong candidate for
grand opera. Possesses a voice between a fog horn and a buzz
saw. When he takes it out for exercise the shivers run up and
down your back as they do when a slate pencil scratches a
slate. Dan" barely escaped penal servitude for holding up
the United States mail in Senior, and caused smiles of joy to
float across Bob O 'Neil's face at the patented and original fighting pose
he assumed. Dan's" chief claim for notoriety is based on his rendition
of Robert Emmet's Vindication." He thunders on, gradually growing
more powerful till, with the shaky music playing, he bursts out with
his grand climax, Then, and not till then, let my eppy-tauph' be
written." It always brings the house down and if Dan would only pass
the hat afterwards he would be wealthy in no time,
^-Jt^M!IJ^dIJp,'Uq^.J|^«^^
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Hudson, Mass.
Hygiene" Gene" Doggonj" Strawberries"
Jinksy"
O, would that my tongue could utter
T/ie thoughts that arise in we."
—
Tennyson
Class Track Team (l-2) Class Basket-ball (s)
The greatest living example of a homesick boy. Lean and
tall he came to us; leaner and taller he remained. The old
corridor will be lonely next j-ear without his stentorian wails,
and the class choir loses its Jenny Lind. For four long years
he has been with us, and during all that time nothing more
serious has disturbed the calmness of his mien than losing his
Nineteen-seven Class Bowl" about three times daily, or trying
to set the words of some popular air to his own music. He is willing to
"^-i:- defend Hudson against the world and sends forth his arguments with the
thunder of a cannon, so that not even the class bells get a chance to be
heard. His hoarse Ars Dicendi" is known to us all, and there is not a
game he has not trimmed. Gene" is homesick about eight-ninths of
the time and home sick the other one-ninth. When he returns his room
resembles a fruit-stand, and Room 15 is class refectory for a week. In
Worcester he maintains that the sun sets on the Millbury road, and he
recalls with pleasure his bi-weekly strolls to the setting of the sun. He
walks not the Auburn Road since Sophomore, and no longer trusts the
darkness of Taylor's Woods, wherein he was at one time nearly drowned.
'*^^*^pl»^^|lL^c^^r^3 ^^3^^SL>
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JAMES G. O'NEIL PoTTERSVILLE, MaSS.
Bob" Jim" Fitzsimmons"
/ awoke one morning and
,
found myselffamous.'''—Byron.
J
Jim" is a trifle short on the blonde locks, and some lay
this to sleeping in small beds, while others think it is the result
of pulling tight shirts over his head. Bob" himself attrib-
utes it to the worry of doping out the wrong thesis. Many
believe him a dethroned champion trying to box his way back
to the moving picture slides, and he has vanquished all the
eligibles in the class. Probably no man in the class, barring Jim
Foley, can fall asleep easier, or with less regard for surroundings,
than this same James. In Senior he sprang a little surprise on the
boys by showing the other contestants the scientific way to pick
chickens at the Worcester County Poultry Show. Nugent rises to
remark that only the chickens got plucked there. Bernarr Mc-
Fadden considers Jim his star pupil and Bob" has nearly pulled
the door of his room off its hinges with his chest-weight machine.
-?'©V*—"^Vj-
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Akron, Ohio
'Dope" Bill" Willie"
Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more;
Men were deceivers ever.
'
'
—
Shakespeare
Manager Varsity Foot-ball (4) Dramatics (3-4) Treasurer
B. J. F. Society (4) Class Debating Team (4)
One of those German Indians from the wild and woolly,
where they have a town along the river now and then. Smokes
a pipe two feet long and says Gee Whiz" and You all."
Dopo" always took great interest in classic characters. Could
sell his books for new, as far as wear was concerned, but still
slides in and nails a few of the tall marks. During Senior, fol-
lowing Nugent's bad example, Dopo attempted to become a
joker, but, seeing that he enjoyed his cracks and they hurt no
one else, the fellows were lenient with him and tried to show
him the error of his ways. Started life as a cash boy and began
at an early age. He managed foot-ball in his Senior year, and
nearly smoked his head off trying to be a sport.
w*
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Brooklyn, N. Y.WILLIAM S. PENDLETON
Bill"
A?id yet the wonder gretv
That one small head could carry all he knew.'''—Goldsmith
Philomathic Debating Team (2) Class Debating Team (l-4)
President B. J. F. Debating Society (4) Class Book
Committee (4) Banquet Committee (l)
Our only Noo Yawk" representative, and, strange to say,
an anti-Tammany man. We never knew there was such a
thing until we met Bill.'' Has cleared up enough medals
in his stay at Holy Cross to start a mint, and many believe this
fact accounts for the shortage of gold in the country at the present
time. In our Freshman jear occurred the unprecedented deed of
the lower class men defeating the Sophomores in the annual inter-
class debate, and "Bill"' was one of the heroes. He has ruined his
ear for music and used up several allotments of human patience since
rooming with O'Connell, and came near writing Dan's" eppy-
tauph" innumerable times. He is no amateur with the hammer and
bat, if occasion arises, but prefers to read the New York Sun's""
knocks at Tammany.
^*^>^^p|
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WALTER F. QUINN
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Carbondale, Pa.
Walt"
Down in the coal mines underneath the ground.
Digging dusty diamonds all the season round.'
^
—Selected
Prefect Sodality (4)
Hails from the woods of Pennsylvania and started his college
course with the 190G class, but during a long illness in 190.5 he
saw the error of his ways and joined '07. His ability in rapping
out the long ones made him a welcome addition and an able
runner for the belt. His stories of coal mines, breakers.
ginney'' fights and Carbon-Tales" have hovered over many a mid-
night lamp to keep the sessionists in good humor, while his girlish
giggle is peculiarly liis own and gives good heart to the teller of chest-
nuts and stale jokes. Surrounded by the proper conditions, Walt can
talk faster, laugh heartier and keep awake longer than any other man
in the class, and the Sylvan State could wish for no more patriotic
supporter. He imagined Holj' Cross was a conservatory of music or a
boiler factory, and delights in imitating both at once, with hair-raising
and teeth-gnashing results.
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CHARLES L. RICE Bangor, Maine
George" "Charley" "Ain't It, Charley ?"
Here bring your wounded hearts, here tell your anguish.'''' ^W
—Moore ^
Manager Class Track Team (2) Dramatics (4)
Is an authority on all subjects, from astronomy to the healing
of wounded hearts. Give him the exact state of your troubles
and he will put a crimp in your affairs that you will never un-
ravel. At mending lame wrists he can't be beat. He has an
innocent way of asking which wrist it is, and then sneaking
over a sudden yank that puts the lame whip back in its original place.
Has not definitely decided whether it will be medicine, dentistry, tech,
or a captain of industry among the logs of Maine. Be it a job or a
situation, George" is bound to succeed if he can leave the back stoop"
and forget the future weather long enough. He is official weather
forecaster of the class, and has conducted a home for poor working
Prep, boys for several years.
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JAMES A. RUSSELL Worcester, Mass.
Jim
Speech is silver, but silence is golden."—Selected
Class Banquet Committee (l-S) Toastmaster (l)
Another from the Heart of the Commonwealth, who visits us
daily. He has nervous perspiration since Junior, from working
beside wild Bill Davitt in analytical chemistry. Since then he
is acid, hot water and fire proof. From his quiet disposition
we infer that Jim will become a life insurance president, and
A.00W
yet it is those quiet boys that slip over a surprise and fool the wise ones.
He is outside guard of the Day Scholars" Room, when Deac" is
conducting a meeting, and is chaperon of the Day Boarders." Is
always absorbed in deep thought, and some day something is liable to
happen as the result of his introspection. So far he has pursued the
calm and easy mien, free from all brain storms. He never floats into
class late, a la Dulligan, and is seldom deported from the corridor in
Harry Cahill style.
fe^^^MH^di||sos52^,j^uiSfi'
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JOHN F. SULLIVAN
-#"^t>'#*-> .y^
Thompsonville, Conn.
Sully" "Sul Old Boy-' "jack"
He draweth out the thread of his verbosity Jiner than the
staple of his argument."'—Shakespeare
Class President (l) Class Debating- Team (2-3) Class Book
CommiLtee (4) Chief Marshal "Holy Cross Niglit"' (4)
Vit-e-Pres. Class ( !•) Dramatics ( 4
)
An aiilhorily on popular literature for ages back, an expert
late sleeper, class and prefect dodger, and a sporting promoter
of considerable fame. Trained and managed Bob O'Neil in his
vai'ious fist fests and brought him into the light of fame. Was
considered wittj' by some of the faculty, but sadl_v denied the
accusation. "Jack'" has loyally followed Rube Kearney in his brilliant
base-ball career and kept him free from all taint of professionalism when
Josh could have made a dollar on Saturdays. When the country boy's
team cleared fifteen cents on the season. Sully was the first to congratu-
late him, and he has not stopped since. Sul Old Boy'* took on his
shoulders the gigantic task of supplying oxygen to the B. J. F. in Senior
and had it gasping for breath from the start. Has an average of .458
in the midnight league and is a great pinch story teller.
Of no legal finality, of no binding precedent."
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He could on either side dispute.
Confute, change hands, and still confute."—Butler
William H. is an authority on Kant, Hume, Spinoza, and
the LInited States mail service, especially the last. Snow and
rain have no terrors for him, and L^ncle Sam knows not the heroic
work that William has done for the past two years on his ti'i-
daily trips to O'Kane Building for the tender messages of love that
continually flow in. The wind blows pretty hard on the old
bridge, and W^illiam is built on the feather plan. He knows
Yenni's Greek Grammar from cover to advertising, and can name page
and line on which he forgets an accent. A quiet man ordinarily, but can
defend himself against unjust aggression, and he alone knows what would
have happened one day in Senior, were not his hands full of two letters.
He started with the thousand-yard men in Special Latin, and has been
plugging ever since.
Ed. Note. By special request Mr. Sullivan's handles of "Here"
and Coach" have been omitted from his write-up.
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'#"^o/^'*~> i>^^
Warren, R. I.
Dick-' Lord"
/ 0771 monarch of all I survey,
My right there is none to dispute. '
'
—Selected
Class Debating Team (2)
Dick deserted St. Charles to join 1907, and as the days roll
on and the days roll off we see him off and on. He has led a
suburban life in the city for the past two years, and has saved
many a late sleeper from going hungry until noon by his
lunches. Is president of the tennis association and is quite a
prominent Tennissean" himself. Took a special course in Philippine
lore and historj- in Senior year, under the second of our Islanders,
and can now wield a bolo or talk the dialects as well as a native brown
man. Owned a large part of the western hemisphere when he came
to Holy Cross, but has leased out most of it since and has resigned
all interest in the world in genei*al. His specialty here is guarding
rooms on the corridor above, while the Prefect imagines he is down
below in the day scholars" haven of rest.
,^!^-
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FRANCIS A. WELCH
An harmless flaming meteor shone for hair,
And fill adown his shoulders ivith loose care
Must have been born on the shady side of the Nortli Pole.
Keeps from melting by cold water baths, open windows night
and da_v, and early morning jaunts when the mercury is lost in
the bottom of the tube. Poor Duffy, his room-mate, sa_vs their
room was so cold that the desk cracked one winter. Cuze"
has developed a fine glee club, consisting of Donovan, Duffy
and himself. They will make your ancestors turn in their graves on
request. Their favorite selection is the Anvil Chorus." Red" loves
authority and those who enforce the same, and never breaks a rule
—
O no, never. He has a hoot like a Sioux Indian, and frequently thinks
out loud. Never yet was known to sing the scale correctly, but tried
out for the Rob Roy chorus and made a prominent position next the
footlights. He wears a little college days" coat, and, usually appear-
ing with every color of the spectrum about him, closely resembles a
store window display.
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MiLLBURY, Mass.
Just plain John"
Altlwugh the last, not least."—Shakespeare
Millbury High School is responsible for John, and he has
reflected credit on it during his staj' on the hill. He has little
to say, but says that much well. Although always the last
in to exams, he is among the point winners, and has a sectional
bookcase of respectable size filled with premiums for his attain-
ments in the Ratio Studiorum. Hygiene"' O'Neil envies John for his
ride up the romantic Millbury Road every day, and it is rumored that
he tried to have his residence changed, a la Dowd. John has his bits
of knowledge numbered like phonograph records and can find them
without much trouble. Just turn the crank and out flows an essay that
would make Pope feel ashamed he ever wrote.
With John we close our biography of knockers, rough-housers,
songsters, jokers,—friends. It's a good old class and we are sorry to
part. Good-bye.
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JOHN R. BERGERON
DIED JANUARY 17, 1904
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"^ ONE-TIME MEMBERS OF 1907
EDWARD J. BRENNAN Providence, R. I.
A man he seemed of cheerful yesterdays
And confident tomorrows."— Wordsworth
LEWIS B. BUTLER Worcester, Mass.
The uind she blew like hurricane;
Bym-hy she blow some more."—Drummond
WILLL\M B. CARLETON Nashua, N. H.
Nugget""
For he on honey dor hath fed
And drunk the milk of Paradise."
MARTIN P. DE VEYRA, Jr. Manila, P. I.
Mike*" Islander"
Long, long ago afterwards^'— Selected
EDMUND P. DOLLARD Syracuse, N. Y.
Patsy '
'
Good men and good nature are never separated
Though the ignorant world has othenrise."—Dryden
Varsity Basket-ball (l) Class Foot-ball (])
DENIS P. DOWD, Jr. New York, N. Y.
A man so various that he seemed to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome."—Dryden
JOHN J. FINN Glens Falls, N. Y.
An honest man, close button'd to the chin
Broadcloth without, and a warm heart within."
Class Debating Team (2) —Cowper
DANIEL J. FITZPATRICK Hoboken, N. J.
"Fitz"
Had sigh'd, to many, though he loved hut one.^'
—Byron
EDWARD J. FLEMMING Worcester, Mass.
To those who knon^ thee not, no words can paint;
And those who know thee know all n'ords are faint."
—Moore
MAURICE A. FOLEY Tusket Wedge, N. S.
iMaune
Have your hook always baited; in the pool where you
least think if there will be a fish."— Ovid
JAMES T. GALLEGHER Leominster, Mass.
Peccy""
But he n'hose inborn worth his acts cojnmend.
Of gentle soul, to human race a friend."—Homer
ANTHONY M. GRADY Clinton, Mass.
"Wish"'
In every deed of mischief he had a heart to resolve, a
head to contrive, and a hand to execute."— Gibbon
Capt. Class Foot-ball Team (l)
FREDERICK H. GRADY Clinton, Mass.
Freddy"
He was not merely a chip of the old block, but the old
block itself."—Burke.
Class Foot-ball (l)
GEORGE R. GUILFOIL Waterburv, Conn.
"Doddy"
''No?ie but himself can be Ms parallel."— Theobald
Class Track Team (2)
WARREN J. GUY Clements, Md.
One of the few, the immortal names
That were not born to die.''—Halleck
. '^Pu..^®|&^,.#^.-^#^*#«^r^-»r^
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THOMAS L. HEFFERNAN Providence, R. I.
It is the,fate of the great ones of the earth to begin to
he appreciated hy us only after they are gone.
'
'
— Old Saying
Class Track Team (l-S)
EUGENE V. HUGHP:S Bristol, R. I.
I am no proud Jack, like Falstaff; hut a Corinthian,
a lord of mettle, a boy."—Shakespeare
EDWARD A. KILROE Waterbury, Conn.
Quiet continuity of life is the principle of human hap-
piness. '"
—
Lindner
Class Foot-ball (l-2)
ANTHONY M. LOES Dubuque, Iowa
"Mickey**
Thank God! I—I also—am an American,''
— Web.ster
J. FREDERICK MALONEY Woburn, Mass.
A youth to whom was given
So much of earth, so much of Heaven.^''
— Wordsworth
Class Foot-ball (l)
JOSEPH MATTHEWS Worcester, Mass.
Deac
He holds him with his glittering eye,
And listens like a three years child.''—Coleridge
JOHN McCarthy Pittsfield, Mass.
Jakey
W-w-w-wait till I tell you."—Original
Class Foot-ball (l) Class Basket-ball (l)
^.#l>*^»c^ilJL^<rlJ^<^^i^Sl^c^^
WILLIAM E. McGURGAN Holyoke, Mass.
"Crook"
Obedience to law is liberty.''—Selected
THOMAS MYERS Collinsville, Conn.
AH things come round to whom who will but wait."'
—Longfellow
MARTIN J. O'BRIEN New York, N. Y.
Shamus*"
Born for success he seemed.
With grace to win, with heart to hold
With shining gifts that took all eyes."—Emerson
Class President (l)
WILLIAM J. 0*BRIEN Fitchburg, Mass.
"O. B.**
He was a verray perfight gentil Knight. ' '
—
Chaucer
Manager Class Foot-ball (l)
JAMES A. O'CONNELL Worcester, Mass.
Thou pendulum betwixt a .smile and tear. ' '
—
Byron
EDWARD A. O'HERN North Adams, Mass.
And dar'st thou then
To heard the lion in his den?"—Scott
Class Basket-ball (l-2)
JOHN A. O'ROURKE Providence, R. I.
Stumpy"
Good things come in .small packages.''''—Old Saying
Varsity base-ball (l-2)
WILLIAM R. SLATTERY Hazelton, Pa.
"Father"
Heaven!' he cried, my bleeding country save.'
—Campbell
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CLASS HISTORY
FRESHMAN
ORCESTER papers of September, 1903, bulletined the largest Freshman enrolment
—seventy—^up to that date, proclaiming with more than casual mention repre-
sentatives from both Iowa and Ireland. We boi'e the distinction modestly, pur-
chased pipes, and experienced blue" disenchantment from our dreams of college
life. For those were study hall and dormitory times, of whose discomforts and
tribulations the present 1910 roomer wots not. Nor yet will he have tasted
their peculiar joys, our happiest recollections gone from undergraduate life with
the advent of rooming privileges, and the Freshman of to-day must seem to
us quite poor in eventful associations. The class-rooms also have their memories. Grub street
hacks with facile pen still bring a smile. His-
tory taught by pleasantries cannot be forgotten.
Gladsome remembrance attaches besides to that
sweeping foot-ball defeat of Amherst, inoculating
us with our first quota of Holy Cross spirit. And
vividly in mind abides that early December ban-
quet which inaugurated our career of precedents.
The glistening eyes which marked our partings
for that Christmas vacation convincingly testified
to the intimacy of our brotherhood. Returning
was beset by the dreadful "mid-years." What
mighty havoc attended them ! Then the new
term brought us poetry, but its reception was
truly sorry. Springtime infected all with its
fever. Holy Cross base-ball at once won our
capacity of enthusiasm. By winning decisively
(*#^*^«^|Dt^^1i^<^3 i^ifi^c^P^^^^
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from Sophomore in debate and captm'ing elocution's first prize, we established our second and
third precedents, respectively, and rounded out a Freshman year of g^lorious achievement. It
was but indicative of our entire career.
SOPHOMORE
XACTLY a dozen less matriculated as Sophomores than as Freshmen, and the
missing faces belonged to some of our most noted characters. This year a change
was had in the possession of rooms. A process best described as the survival of
the fittest" determined the occupants—at least for Junior Corridor. Class work
of Sophomore abounded in novelties,
—
exempli gratia,—the Durham Bay lottery
in 'Trig." That calisthenics-elocutionary
course, too, while familiarizing some with
Shakespeare, imparted a nicer appreciation of
the awful consequences of unisonal intonation. Track ath-
letics uncovered some grand material in our number this
winter—for (proof) we handily won the class relay event.
Our banquet at the Bay State opportunely counteracted the
Mid-Year's" slaughter—and beyond gainsay no chance for
jollity was left without improvement. The Boston College
debate stirred our hearts—and evoked chorus of thanksgiving
for being listed in the roll of nineteen-seven. Spring's
sunsets were inordinately beautiful. What a treat it was,
between puffs, to stand at our windows, sweep with a glance
through the blossomed orchard, call down the long avenue
in happy jest, and follow the blood-red disc in its descent
behind Worcester's cradling hills ! Base-ball for us was
almost tantamount to the foi'tunes of our own classmate
twirler.
el«r^<:S3|lllS.3
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His brilliant Harvard victory doubly rewarded the confidences. Commencement won the at-
tention of the nation, by reason of the Chief Magistrate's presence. His complimentary address
fittingly closed a year of exceptional progress for Holy Cross. Fitton Field had been brought to
imposing consummation. Alumni Hall was being reared. The future could hold nothing but
promise.
JUNIOR
N THE transition from Sophomore to Junior nine forsook us, mostly out ot impa-
tience for the seminary. By September, 1905, Alumni Hall was announced ready
for occupancy, and there on the middle corridor we took up quarters. The new
conditions were immensely better, the appointments all that could be
desired. The merger into one lecture group dissolved the old divisions.
But a unification more than external resulted. A changed feeling-
evinced itself, a harmony and assertion at once the envy and des-
])air of other classes. The Spirit of Nineteen-seven." The song-
reflected it —
"Juniors everyone are we
Happy as a bunch can be.
Philosophers, too, were we, with Jam vero"' our password. Latin and Greek,
—the terrors of our verdant days had paled into secondary importance,— Physics
now pi-ovided the fits of desperation. Holy Cross Night" was favored with a dis-
play of our new-found initiative. We had the distinction of introducing regalias
into the observance—and by proper enthusiasm caused it to be something more
than an academic session. The purchase of class pipes at Christmas marked our
fourth contribution to the line of precedents at Holy Cross. Throughout this win-
ter corridor life attained perfection. When the inter-class basket-ball chami)ion-
ship fell to us by a single point, and the team of 1906 with its H. C. quartett wase
sadly vanquished, we afforded a manifestation of class spirit unparalleled in the
annals of the House. No cheers were ever more lusty, nor in truth was any victory ever more
>*-^^i
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sweet. The minstrel show was presented to the faculty and student-body the first week of May,
in Fenwick Hall—again, more encomiums on every side for the initiative and good fellowship of
Nineteen-seven." This effort placed us solidly in the esteem of both professors and fellow-
students—and upon it we confidently stake the perpetuation of our memory. The base-ball team
of 1906 was a grand nine—and with just pride we can name its captain as one of us. Holy
Cross and base-ball excellence are to many minds one and the same always,—but it was good for-
tune, indeed, that we witnessed the performances of her very finest and could count as its non-
pareil and directing head a fellow-classmate. The advent of June was signalized by the opening
of the new refectory, another stride in the march of progress. An initial taste of Philosophy
orals*' creditably survived, then completed our Junior
—
perhaps our best
—
year.
SENIOR
'E entered upon the last quarter of
our collegiate course with still a
complement of forty-nine. Organi-
zation resulted in the unanimous
—
yes, vociferous—re-election of our old
president,—at best a mean tribute to
his model leadership and untiring ser-
vice. The corridor shortly resumed
its order of the previous year. Our initial appear-
ance in Cap and Gown elicited only moderate com-
pliment even though the mortar-board tassel was
black and not {)urple—a selection which provoked
the first split-vote of the class. Physiological Psy-
chology was by far the favorite study of the open-
ing semester—ma3'hap because it was most feared.
The Debating Society under our guidance obtained
a new dispensation—a renewed lease of life. Idle
inanities," however, postponed many a debate, and
f^r^tU.^jL^,_^|L^,^|5^,^^
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wrangling not seldom supplanted argument. The protracted seige of plugging" incident upon
our mid-year had, of course, its corresponding reaction. Rob Roy" dramatics commanded
extraordinary favor. Because luncheon was forthcoming—the armies were large and a man
would have to be no man at all who couldn't meet the enlistment requirements. The presence
of a German among the red-coated British host was regarded as an inconsiderable detail. The
base-ball series between Sems'" and Yams"' resulting in favor of the former, made regrettable
the omission of like contests previously. Keen rivalrj' was assisted by astute managerial over-
sight. In the May Talks" we sustained our i*eputation for a large endowment of the preaching
gift—and set up a standard which will be hard to match. With the subsequent press of examin-
ations and nerve-racking preparations—we ended our undergraduate career.
The years spent at Holy Cross distinguished us peculiarly for unit.v and harmony. No pettj-
quarrels aligned us against each other. No factions split our fighting front. But a comradery
and good-fellowship of high order knit us strongly together. In the long years to come—be it
ever so.
.„^!B«^,<^^|^^ «^^f^
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1908
[HAT a Junior class combines the benefits of experience with the energy of youth,
the Class of 1908 clearly demonstrates.
Our survival of the trials and adversities which beset our thorny entrance
into college life, our perseverance during that following year of unwelcome con-
descension by upper class men and of provoking attempts at rivalry by Fresh-
men, and the manner in which we accept our present greatness establishes our
claim to renown.
The blending of upper class dignity with the levity of youth may justify
the sobriquet Philosophers in Embryo," so cordially bestowed upon us by the Seniors, but its
effect upon the subjects is most gratifying. We do not stagger beneath the weight of knowledge
which depresses our elder brothers, nor are we guilty of the temerity of the newcomers in our
midst. Activities not pre-eminently intellectual still allure and bind us to earth, while our
appreciation of ethereal beauty elevates us above the ordinary skull-capped, j^ellow-vested
collegian.
As yet untried by i-esponsibilities, we are liberal with censure of our predecessors, though
our own past faults do not make us the less severe on our successors' shortcomings.
Indeed, to such a degree does this happy combination of advantages render us content with
our present station, that were it not that Alma Mater's interests are best advanced by prominent
alumni, and that the Nation can ill spare our services, willingly we would spend oui- remaining
days as Juniors.
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CLASS ROLL
Atuyer, Victor
Beckley, John H.
Bergin, John A.
Bowen, Thomas J.
Boyton, Neil
Boyle, Patrick J.
Bradley, James J.
Burke, Thomas J.
Callahan, Francis D.
Carroll, Charles S.
Carroll, Charles V.
Casey, Joseph T.
Caveney, Martin W.
Coleman, John J.
Connor, Thomas J.
Dacey, William A.
Delehanty, Ambrose M.
Dillon, Patrick E.
Donahue, George M.
Faherty, Thomas J.
Fallon, James J.
Fayne, Edward J.
EDWARD J. FINN, Jn.
Flinn, Richard A.
Flynn, Charles T.
Flynn, Frederick J.
Foley, Francis E.
Gaifney, Myles T.
Gaven, William J.
Gibbons, John J.
Grady, Thomas F.
Hafey, James E.
Hanley, Charles A.
Harlow, Leo M.
Hayes, William J.
Hebert, A. Omer
Keenan, William D.
Knight, Charles C.
Madden, John F.
Mansfield, James E.
McCabe, James F.
McCarthy, William J.
McDonnell, John C.
McGurgan, William E.
President
McKnight, William F.
McNamara, John A.
Mooney, William L.
Mosher, Joseph H.
Mulcahy, Joseph F.
Murphy, Edward V.
Murray, Edward J.
O'Brien, Stephen J.
O'Donnell, Cleo A.
O'Hearn, Thomas B.
O'Rourke, Stephen G.
Pallotti, Francis A.
Riley, Michael F.
Roche, John F.
Rockett, James F.
Rourke, Edgar J.
Ryan, John B.
Scott, John J.
Shay, John T.
Stevens, John J.
Wheeler, Thomas J.
1909
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T THIS time, when we have well nigh reached the end of our Sophomore
j'ear, we feel that we have attained the golden mean" of our college career.
The enthusiasm of the Freshman has now blended into the solid Holy Cross spirit
of the class of 1909, whose every maxim is advancement and whose members
have ever been distinguished for a determination to rise out of difficulties and
turn honorable defeat to future glory. As Freshmen, our ardor and zeal were
always apparent, and this formative period found us making our presence felt in all
the general functions of the college. Going back to our first meeting when the
cool breezes of September were swaying the pines which bowed their crests
in welcome, we pursued the course allotted the Freshman, and a high standard of general excel-
lence in class work was achieved. Elocution found our representatives forging to the front and
in debate we were surpassed only by those who had already tasted the success of victory.
Whenever the call for brawn and muscular skill was heard, we sent our chosen few to the fore, and
when the clash was over we had reason to glory in our class standard, zeal for which was second
only to our zeal for Alma Mater. We pride ourselves, too, on making Holy Cross Night of nine-
teen hundi'ed five a real relic of the proverbial Junior Night.
Then Freshmen, we are now Sophomores, but the principles which actuate our conduct and the
ideals we would compass remain unchanged. True, some few have left our ranks, who have our
good wishes in their new fields, while others have taken the places of our absent ones, and are
imbued with the self-same motives. We continue to do our share towards maintaining the base-
ball fame of Holy Cross, and we have lent the track our fleet of foot, and their reward and enco-
miums we consider ours. Many a time we have helped to turn the tide of defeat and celebrate
the glory of triumph with our spirited Rickety Ax."
We glory in the past, the present we cherish, we live in the future by our hopes—hopes which
are kindled by the success of the past and the security of the present. And thus we see reflect-
ed by the past through the medium of the present, an image of our ultimate victory, when we
shall leave the hallowed walls of Alma Mater with the knowledge that
—
"A place in the ranks awaits us.
Each one has some part to play.
The past and the future are nothing
In the face of the stern to-day,"
^^r^
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JAMES E. SMITH, President
Barry, James S.
Butler Harry J.
Callahan, Daniel F.
Callahan, Denis K.
Carney, John J.
Cashen, George B.
Cogswell, Edgar J.
Cotter, Matthew M.
Dilkes, Charles E.
Dilkes James A.
Dolan, Patrick A.
Ahearn, Francis J.
Burke, William J.
Brosnahan, John J.
Carver, Thomas C.
Conti, Francis J.
Corcoran, Francis A.
Doyle, Daniel W.
Fadden, John T.
Fahy, Martin E.
Feeny, Bernard W.
Finerty, Thomas D.
Foran, John J.
Hennessy, William H.
Hoey, Walter L.
Jr.
Dooley, Bernard F.
Fleming, Pierce J.
Garrity, Edward P.
Goddard, Cyril J. A.
Hafey, William J.
Hartnett, John W.
Hassett, John D.
Kane, Frederick L.
Kelley, Robert E. S.
Kennedy, Francis W.
Killeen, George H.
B
Keefe, F. Clyde
Kenny, Henry A.
Laduke, Herbert S.
Larkin, Edward W.
Madden, Michael J.
Maynes, Francis J. L.
McCann, Henry E.
McCarthy, Lorenzo T.
McCarthy, William A.
McGlynn, William J.
McHugh, James A.
McMahon, John C.
McNamara, Martin J.
Monahan, Thomas F.
Maguire, Charles A.
McGraw, Bernard J.
McNamara, Lawrence L
McSherry, Harry J.
Mitchell, James L
O'Rourke, James J.
Roche, Harry P.
Triggs, Daniel J.
Ward, Edmund J.
Wickham, Thomas W.
Morris, William L.
Murphy, John X.
Nelligan, William L.
O'Connor, John D.
O'Connor, Joseph J.
O'Connor, Timothy L.
Petry, David A. W.
Regan, Timothy P.
Shields, William T.
Sullivan, John F.
Sullivan, John F.
Sullivan, Joseph S.
Sullivan, Michael E.
Sullivan, Vincent F.
Ward, Charles J.
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HE Freshman class inaugurated the reopening of college in September by breaking
all records for attendance, beginning the year with a class of one hundred and
twenty-five. This number, by the death of two, sickness, and the departure of
others, has since dropped to about one hundred, which is still the record. On
account of this great number, four sections were formed, thus insuring more room
for the students and lessening the labor of the teachers.
The class banquet was held at the Bay State Hotel, on December the thir-
teenth, where His Honor Mayor Duggan, Rev. Fr. Rector and the teachei's of the
four sections were the guests of the class. On Holy Cross night, 1910 came out in force, and
their banners, songs and costumes were by no means the least agreeable part of the entertain-
ment. In athletics Freshman has held its own, furnishing to the big teams of Alma Mater three
men on- the foot-ball team, three on the track team, three for this year's base-ball team, with
the prospect of perhaps four more players fur the squad.
In the interclass basket-ball series Freshman was the nearest competitor of the Junior Class,
which won the series, and it was only after a hard fight, the Freslimen fighting gamely in each
contest, that the Juniors were able to defeat tliem in the two games necessary to win the cham-
pionship. The Philomathic Debating Society and the Dramatic Society own to having in their
midst a large percentage of Freshmen, and the entire class belongs to the Sodality of the
Immaculate Conception." 'Old 1910" is proud of its distinction in representing fourteen
states of the Union, and of having had the honor of breaking the record in numl)er of members.
Meanwhile the strongest hope of every member of the class is that for the greater fame of Old
Holv Cross" next year's Freshman Class will be larger than the present.
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WILLIAM P. CONNERY, President
Barnes, George J.
Burke, Henry P.
Casey, William J.
Colman, Nicholas I.
Connelly, Joseph W.
Cunningham, Edmund P.
Curtin, D. Francis
Aubrey, Thomas J.
Brosnan, John B.
Burke, Patrick F.
Butler, William J.
Carey, Thomas A.
Conroy, William E.
Coyle, Patrick F.
Duffy, Francis J.
Daly, George A.
DeCoursey, Matthew R.
Donovan, Daniel L.
Doyle, James E.
Foran, David L.
Hartnett, Joseph A.
Hunton, George K.
Finn, Leo M.
Finnerty, John W.
Flynn, Edmund W.
Flynn, Maurice R.
Gallivan, William F.
Haggerty, William J.
Hester, James W.
Hennessey, Ambrose
Kelly, James F.
Kelly, John F.
Lea, Victor M.
McCarthy, John J.
McCuUough, John, Jr.
McEnroe, William M.
McKenna, A. Hugh
B
Kennedy, James B.
Kneeland, John J.
McNamara, Francis X.
Meehan, Thomas J.
Murphy, Edward T.
O'Toole, Lawrence F.
Cakes, John W.
O'Brien, James C.
McKenna, Thomas A.
McNulty, Michael B.
Norris, William E.
O'Neil, Augustine F.
Robinson, John J., Jr.
Stanley, Gerald T.
Walsh, Francis W.
O'Brien, James E.
Prior, Daniel H.
Pyne, Joseph G.
Quirbach, Conrad J.
Renehan, William L.
Scanlon, Gregory J.
Sheehan, John P.
Sullivan, Cornelius
Tobin, William F.
Barrett, James E.
Barry, John J.
Brennan, Edward M.
Burns, Daniel R.
Cahill, Francis B.
Clancy, William J.
Coll, Joseph A.
Courtney, Joseph P.
Donnelly, Philip H.
Bowes, Francis A.
Callan, Edward J.
Connors, James F.
Conroy, Gardner J.
Donohue, Joseph A.
Eagan, Michael F.
Flanigan, William A.
Dowd, James J., Jr.
Dunham, Francis W.
Finneran, William F.
Gordan, Philip B.
Gulliver, Harold G.
Hamel, Arnold L.
Hebert, Paul
Hogben, George J.
Lally, William J.
Foley, Joseph F.
Gorman, Bernard A.
Hammel, Lester J.
Higgins, James P.
Kerrigan, George A.
Lawlor, Lawrence A.
Leahy, F. Chester
Leonard, Desmond F.
May, Francis A.
McCrohan, John
McMahon, Henry J.
McMahon, William R.
Misner, F. de Sales
Moran, John W.
Morley, Jeremiah
D
Louis, Lawrence J.
Martin, John V.
McKenna, Charles F.
Murphy, Jeremiah P.
O'Connor, William V
O'Hern, J. Henry
Orchard, Walter J.
Morrison, John M.
Murphy, T. Henry
Murphy, William H., Jr.
Pechmann, Oliver A.
Quigley, Daniel J.
Rigali, Henry A.
Sullivan, Thomas F.
Sweeney, Neal M.
Ryan, Francis X.
Staunton, Henry M.
Sweeney, Edward F.
Terwilliger, Harold G.
Thompson, Joseph B.
Tracy, Frederick H.
ALU
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JAMES B. CARROLL
President
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ALUMNI
'T IS a truism at Holy Cross that loyalty is the characteristic of her sons,—student
and graduate. The union of her interests and their efforts is the pre-eminent charac-
teristic of her spirit, for there seems to be some hidden animus hovering nigh her
Royal Purple, which binds inseparabl}- the fellow to his fellow-man, and all in turn
to Holy Cross.
Especially is this true of her alumni, exemplified, as it is, in their ever-increasing
activitj' and growing concern for her welfare and her progress. The new societies
formed, and clubs established, the deep interest manifested and keen desire displayed
to be in perfect touch with the student body and college of to-day, index with telling accuracy
the spirit of those whom Holy Cross feels proud to call her Alumni, and we to imitate. Well
struck is the keynote of that loyalty in the object of their parent association, which is the pro-
motion of friendship and fraternal intercourse among its members, and the fostering of affection
in them for Alma Mater and her interest." And their loyalty and growing energy have served
for us as an example, a mighty element in the production of that firmer union which is daily
being perfected between the sons of Alma Mater.
The inauguration of Holy Cross Night as a permanent feature in our college life, extending
so favorably the much-desired opportunity for old grad" and present classinan to meet and
mingle in an atmosphere of friendship and good fellowship, has proved itself beyond a doubt a
potent factor in strengthening this bond of mutual fraternal love. And the completion of
Alumni Hall,—from basement stone to tower a fitting monument to loj'al sons, has but served to
better confirm that knowledge, so well established among us, that they who in numbers are
almost legion in strength of spirit are pure and true.
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Rt. Rev. THOMAS D. BEAVEN, D.D.,
HoNOEAiiY President
JAMES B. CARROLL, "78
President
Rev. WILLIAM H. ROGERS, 'G8
First Vice-President
Hon. JOHN J. McDONOUGH, '80
Second Vice-President
THOMAS H. SULLIVAN, '91
Secretaisv
RICHARD H. MOONEY, '79
Treasurer
Rev. JEREMIAH J. CURTIN, '77
JOHN B. RATIGAN, '79
WILLIAM I. McLOUGHLiN, '93
Election Coj-mmittee
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WORCESTER COUNTY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE COLLEGE OF THE
HOLY CROSS
ORGANIZED 1898
Rev. JOHN J. McCOY, LL.D., '7
PRESIDENT
MICHAEL F. FALLON, M.D., '84
VICE-PRESIDENT
THOMAS H. SULLIVAN, -91
SECRETARY
JOHN F. GANNON, "96
TREASURER
Rev. JAMES M. l^RENDERGAST, "80
JOHN A. FITZGERALD, '89
JOHN F. McGRATH, '02
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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CONNECTICUT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE COLLEGE OF THE
HOLY CROSS
ORGANIZED 1896
Rev. WILLIAM H. ROGERS, "68
PRESIDENT
JOHN L. KELLY, M.D., '92
VICE-PRESIDENT
Rev. JEREMIAH J. CURTIN, '77
SECRETARY
PATRICK T. O'BRIEN, "91
TREASURER
Rev. DENNIS L. GLEASON, D.D.,'92
THOMAS F. KANE, M.D., '84
STEPHEN J. WILBY, "88
THOMAS F. DEVINE, "93
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
STEPHEN J. WILBY, "88
THOMAS F. DEVINE, '93
PRESS COMMITTEE
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BRISTOL COUNTY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE COLLEGE OF THE
HOLY CROSS
ORGANIZED 1900
OWEN J. EAGAN, D.D. S., "88
PRESIDENT
Rev. JOHN E. BRADY, '85
VICE-PRESIDENT
Rev. JAMES P. CLRRAN, "95
SECRETARY
Hon. JOHN J. McDONOUGH, "SO
TREASURER
WILLIAM E. SYNAN, M.D., "89
Rev. JAMES T. WARD, *89
Rev. JAMES J. HUSSEY, '95
JAMES H. DORAN, -96
CHARLES P. RYAN, "97
executive committee
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NEW YORK ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE COLLEGE OF THE
HOLY CROSS
ORGANIZED 1901
THOMAS B. LAWLER, '85
PRESIDENT
JOHN J. MADDEN, '80
VICE-PRESIDENT
JOHN P. O'BRIEN, "94
SECRETARY
CHARLES F. FITZGERALD, M.D., '94.
TREASURER
JAMES J. HOPKINS, '87
Rev. WILLIAM J. MULCAHY, •91
JOSEPH W. KELLEY, '93
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA OF THE
COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS
ORGANIZED 1900
EDWARD J. FLOOD, "89
PRESIDENT
JOHN J. REEDY, "99
SECRETARY-TREASURER
JOHN B. JORDAN, '95
Rev. ANDREW J. BRENNAN, '00
Rev. HUGH J. RUDDY, '02
MICHAEL J. COSTELLO, "00
CHARLES F. DONNELLY, "03
ALOYSIUS F. COLLIGAN, 'Oi
executive committee
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HOLY CROSS CLUB OF NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
ORGANIZED 1906
E. J. FLOOD, "89
PRESIDENT
AUGUSTINE P. CONNIFF, "02
VICE-PRESIDENT
JOHN J. REEDY, "99
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Rev. PATRICK J. DURKIN, '00
Rev. ANDREW J. BRENNAN, "00
Rev. HUGH J. RUDDY, '02
JOSEPH A. HEALY, ex-"0+
JAMES F. 0"BOYLE, ex-"0+
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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HOLY CROSS CLUB OF BOSTON
ORGANIZED 1907
MICHAEL J. McNEIRNY, '73
PRESIDENT
CHARLES D. McCARTHY, "80
VICE-PRESIDENT
Rev. JOHN J. HARKINS, '87
SECRETARY
THOMAS J. KELLY, '80
treasurer
Rev. WILLL^M H. FITZPATRICK, '62
WILLIAM B. F. WHALL '74
WILLIAM F. KENNEDY, '00
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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HOLY CROSS CLUB OF NEW YORK
ORGANIZED 1906
WALTER J. CORCORAN, M.D., "78
PRESIDENT
Rev. PATRICK F. MAUGHAN, "80
THOS. E. McDERMOTT, ex-"92
VICE-PRESIDENTS
JOHN G. McTIGUE, '00
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
HENRY G. AUSTIN, *01
FINANCIAL SECRETARY
WILLIAM P. LAW^LER, '02
TREASURER
JAMES E. GAYNOR, "90
Rev. JOSEPH LINNANE, '98
WILFRED HENNESSY, ex-'99
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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'HOLY CROSS NIGHT."
|HE observance— Holy Cross Night"—and the Class of 1907, will boast contem-
poraneous inauguration at the college. And in the four returns spanning our aca-
demic career—we have ever lent to this celebration an ardor peculiarly our own
—
an initiative most potent for its evolution and betterment. So Holy Cross Night'"
is no longer Ihe experiment. We transmit it an established occasion of distinc-
tive ])urpose in the year's calendar. Then Old Grad" and Undergrad" ming-
ling 'neath the genial influence of fraternit.v and comraderie and bartering the
sober experience of age for the buoyant enthusiasm of youth,—inspire a better,
more fervid Holy Cross Spirit" and subscribe quite handsomely to the greater
honor and glory of Alma Mater. Nor should this observance be regarded as unimportant.
American educators have long since appreciated the vital interdependence of college student
body and graduate organization. Everywhei'e efforts are unremitted to bring into actual contact
with consequent closer relations the successful alumnus and the ambitious collegian. A healthy
intimacy is fostered—a true exemplification of elder and junior brotherhood.
Hence, the inspiration for Holy Cross Night." A void is to be filled—an intimate com-
munion secured for all related by ties of college kinship ;—a common meeting ground afforded
professor, student and graduate. Mention Alumni " to the average classman and his intelli-
gence merely conjures up an alphabetical roster bulletined for distribution. Yet in every sphere
of work-a-day activity Holy Cross men are actors and factors; on every field of human endeavor
they are writing indelible names for the annals of achievement. Can we not know them better ?
Rather than an absti'act example might they not be a concrete help ?
For all this Holy Cross Night" is purposed. Here is the alumnus* opportunity to forsake
the busy mart or exacting profession and come back to classic shades. Representative members
with informal talks" impart the benefit of their wider experience. Reminiscence, too, jest and
pathos work their spell. The boys" respond
—
providing entei'tainment and exhibiting feeling
peculiar to the affair. Indeed, democratic good-fellowship reigns supreme and kindly cheer is
watchword over all. Participation effects improvement in many directions. Henceforth the
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alumnus will evince a keener attention to the happenings of college life. He will by proper
intercourse endear himself to the aspiring student and after the young bachelor steps from
the commencement rostrum he will counsel him in his chosen path and make him an object of
brotherly solicitude. In return the undergraduate will be stirred to preserve undimmed the
college lustre, be it in class-room, on debating platform or campus. He will safeguard her
worthy traditions—he will keep alive the service of devotion—the spirit of loyalty. From
such exchange of mutual advantages Alma Mater must issue forth rejuvenated, better for-
tified and more splendidly famous. May the realization of this be speedy !
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HOLY CROSS NIGHT
FOURTH ANNUAL OBSERVANCE
Monday Evening, November twelfth, tiineteen hundred <uid si.t
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Dinner
Assembling of Classes
March to Fenwick Hall
Programme Proper
Soiree and Smoker
Cherry
6 P. M.
7 P. M.
7.30 P. M.
7.+.-, P. M.
lo.l.i P. M.
PROGRAMME PROPER
Orchestra
AJhert
Introduction
Address
Address
Moonlight Inanities
John F. Sullivan, "07
James B. Carroll, '78
John T. Bottomly, M.D., "89
Shephard
Glee Club
Address
Obiter Dicta
Address
Address
The Good Old U. S. A.
COMMITTEE IN CHARGE
Class Marshals
.
John F. McGrath, "0-2
Dennis
Glee Club
Mgr. John T. Madden, V.G., "72
His Honor Mayor John T. Duggan, '80
Theodore Morse
Orchestra
Chief Marshal John F. Sullivan, "07
William E. Leahy, '07
James E. Smith, "09
Edward J. Finn, Jr., '08
William P. Connery, Jr., "10
f.#^*^3,^Ji^cii^r#>.^c-J^^^^
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Eugene T. McCarthy, '07
William F, Davitt, '07
Thomas J. Burke, "08
Patrick J. Boyle, '08
ADVISORY BOARD
President, \'ice-President, Secretary and Tr
George A. Dal}^, '10
William F. O'Neil, '07 .
George L. Connor, '07
Eugene T. McCarthy, '07
George B. Cashen, '09
James T. Foley, "07
John J Stevens, '08
Vincent T. Meaney, '07 .
Michael F. Riley, '08
easurer of Athletic Association
Property Man
Manager Foot-ball
Captain Foot-ball
Manager Base-ball
Captain Base-ball
Manager Basket-ball
Captain Basket-ball
Manager Track Team
Captain Track Team
*^IIlL^^^3U^^^lJU»5^fJ^34^3 ,^|!L^
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OUR CAPTAINS
George S. L. Connor John A. Flynn
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ATHLETICS AT HOLY CROSS
THLETICS have ever been so closely intertw^ined with the activities at Holy Cross,
that a history of her would be incomplete unless a recital of her battles of brawn
was placed side by side with the account of her victories of brain. Though the
development of the intellect is the first object of the curriculum and but few
hours remain after recitation for participation in practice for any sport, yet there
has existed such good will and determination on the part of the students that
we have always been represented bj^ team in ever}' line of athletic endeavor the
equals of any of the colleges or universities in the East. It appears to be bred in the bone, and
the teams that the coach can select from a squad always approximating forty have proved them-
selves the equals of the best college teams in the counti*y. Nor is base-ball of the present gen-
eration alone, for far back in the dim days of the sixties and the seventies, our teams went forth to
the fray and returned victoi'ious. In the days of yore, there were no athletic associations, and when
the nine went to Boston in the early '70's to play the champions of the world,—A. G. Spalding of
sporting goods fame pitched on the Bostons,—the men had to pay their own way or stay at home.
During our stay at Holy Cross, the team has not fallen below the standards of other seasons,
in fact the nine of 1906 was at least the equal of any former team. The appellation a team of
hitters*' has been peculiarly characteristic of our men, and so proficient have they been in the
past that a game is never said to be lost by Holy Cross until the last man has been declared out
in the last inning.
Our foot-ball teams are as of yesterday in comparison with the ancient lineage of base-ball.
In the beginning our progress was necessarily slow, and this was particularly due to the scarcity
of heavy men, but as the roll of students approaches ,500, there is naturally a greater abundance
of players especially adapted to foot-ball, and consequently we are rapidly approaching the point
lii*'-
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where we shall be at least equal to other colleges of our own size, and even to many university teams.
Four years of Latin and three of Greek have proved to be an insurmountable barrier to many a
tyro fullback; but latel.v the numbers have increased of those who are willing to study as well as
participate in athletics, and so we are meeting with much better success. Each year's team is
better than the one before, excepting, of course, the eleven of 1903, the best Holy Cross ever
had. Tiiough handicapped in Aveight and number of candidates, we have acquired the rejiuta-
tion of sending out teams made up of men of indomitable courage, who will fight as hard for
victory in the last few minutes of a game that is lost as they will in the beginning.
Everybody deplores the present position of track athletics. Our traditions deserve a better
present, and we trust that it is but the darkness before the dawn when our track teams shall go
out into competition and bring home victories just as the.v used to do in daj^s gone by.
Twelve years ago track athletics had their birth. Owing to the endeavors of Trainer Star-
key, we held an open meet in the old skating rink on Foster Street, and all the big universities,
colleges and athletic clubs in the East were represented. An idea of the popularity of the meet
may be obtained by mentioning the fact that in one event alone—the 220-yard dash,—there
were fifty entries. At this meet our relay team won from Yale, and our ho.lder of the world's
championshij:) for the mile walked away from the rest of the field. The next winter we sent a
good team to the B. A. A. games and for the second time our relay team defeated Yale. During
the winter of I896-'97, we held our second annual indoor meet in the rink. It was more })opu-
lar than ever, and more colleges entered than before. Two thousand people saw Harvard win
the meet, with Holy Cross only four points behind. Yale, B. A. A., Brown, Princeton and the
others trailed along after us. For the third successive time, our relay team won from Yale.
Then began our decline, superinduced by the dismantling of the skating rink. The big
meet of the next year was held in our gymnasium, but the place was not suitable, and in the
following year the indoor intercollegiate meets left Worcester. However, we sent teams to
Harvard, Georgetown and annually to the B. A. A. games, but gradually the size of the squads
^J^^MBI|^eiIlg^»05|^ri|^e4|fi'
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grew smaller until now a handful is all we can send down. The rules of the college demanding
that monthly conditions shall be removed before further participation, even in practice, will be
allowed, are admittedly stringent, perhaps more so than the I'equirements of any other college,
but there is all the more honor and praise for those men with the proper kind of spirit, who,
despite the difficulties, have put forth their efforts in the past and who are now doing their best
to give us creditable exhibitions in the cleanest, most spectacular and the most enjoyable of any
branch of intercollegiate sport. Our managers arrange satisfactory schedules and good coaches
are at our service, but it seems all in vain ; and every man of ability who stays away from prac-
tice for no good reason is just increasing the stain on the traditions of Holy Cross.
Intercollegiate basket-ball at Holy Cross is at jn'esent defunct. Our records in the past
have been honorable and many, but a lack of intei'est on the part of the students has brought
about a decay. As a financial venture, basket-ball never paid ; but, nevertheless, just as long as the
students showed by their patronage that they were interested, just so long was it continued and
supi)orted hy the association. But in the winter of 1905-06 the students evinced a distaste for
the sport, starved away from the games all season, and as a consequence basket-ball was discon-
tinued. Teams that we have annually defeated are still in the field. There is something
radically' wrong, and the sooner matters appear in a different light the better will it be for us as
individuals, the student body as a whole, and for the college.
In looking over the field in general, we can say that we have been mightily successful, but
that now an unhealthy lethargy has set in, and if there is not a great improvement in the imme-
diate future there is no telling how it will all end. The 1907 Class Book, the last official word
of the Class of 1907, sincerely hopes that the renaissance may begin in September, continue and
go on increasing every year as long as Hol.y Cross shall be upon the earth.
^.^*^jDUe#u»c^^r^3 ciiDu5,-^|L5
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FOOT-BALL
1903
'HE FOOT-BALL team of the season of 1903 was the most successful team in this
line of athletics that ever represented H0I3' Cross. It was the first j'ear in which
Coach Cavanaugh had charge and the season's results were extremely gratifying.
Our most signal victory was over Amherst, which team had but a week before
defeated Harvard 10 to 0. Our eleven was ke.yed up to just the proper pitch and
every man played as he never played before. The long runs of CahlH, the vicious
line-bucking of Stankard, the punting of Reed and the generalship of Quarterback
Larkin were the most worthy features. The line held like a wall and Amherst found it im-
pregnable. The game was won ,'?6 to 0, not through flukes but by superior playing, as was
candidly acknowledged by the coach of the losing team.
At New Haven, the team met Yale for the flrst time in our foot-ball history. There was a
little stage fright" in the beginning, but it worked off before the end of the first-half. Through
the efficiency of Reed's educated foot" we scored twice, and these two field goals—one was a
kick of 40 yards—were the largest score made against Yale that year.
Dartmouth defeated us in Hanover. Hooper, centre on Dartmouth, and who was given
centre on the AU-American team of Caspar Whitne\', was forced to give way to a substitute
within ten minutes from the time the game started. King played centre for Holy Cross.
The game in Bangor against Maine was fought up and down a sloping, muddy field. Our
short-cleated shoes could not hold in the mud while the ball was on the hillside, and so Maine
repeatedly pushed us back to our own 15-yard line, where we held, secured the ball on downs,
and punted to safety. Cahill and Skelley were the particular stars in rushing the ball, while
Reed's punting kept Maine from scoring.
.^ff^^i^c-^f^
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The season ended with a victory over Tufts on the Huntington Avenue grounds in Boston.
Previouslj' we had won 6 to 5, and a close game in Boston was naturally expected, but it was a
runaway match for us and ended 32 to 0. At the season's close Starikard was chosen half-back
of the second All-American team.
Detailed statistics about this team will refresh our memories in the years to come and will
serve as a memorial of each individual player
:
NAME.
T. F. Stankard, (Capt.)
J. G. McDonald
J. P. Campbell
G. L. Connor
C. A. O'Donnell
R. W. Crowther
J. J. Carney
J. F. O'Boyle
G. W. King
T. J. Skelley
J. M. Reed
H. P. Cahill
T. F. Larkin
J. E. Dowd
POSITION
Full-ba^k
End
End
End
Tackle
Tackle
Guard
Guard
Centre
Half-l)ack
Half-back
Half-back
Quarter
Quarter
AGE
21
19
20
19
19
20
16
19
22
24
22
21
20
18
WEIGHT.
179
152
149
1.50
170
170
202
174
207
164
161
155
129
134
The average age is 20.2 years and the average weight 164 pounds.
1904
The foot-ball team of 1904 was not nearly so successful as the preceding. It was not even
up to our usual standard, so that the contrast with the 1903 team was all the more pronounced.
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We won but two games of the nine played. However, two of the remaining seven were tied.
The tabulated results cannot be regarded as a satisfactory compendium of the season's work, in
view of the fact that there were weeks at a time when only twelve men out of the entii'e squad
were uninjured and able to don suits.
The regulars were in shape for the Tufts game and the score shows what the men could do
under favorable circumstances. The Dartmouth game followed, and was lost simply because
Dartmouth had a better team than we. In fact, to keep their score down to 18 was as good as a
victory. The men from Hanover showed more speed, weight and knowledge of foot-ball than
any team seen in Worcester during the past four years.
This year saw our first foot-ball game with Harvard. Our men fought pluckily and, with
nearly half the positions filled by substitutes, no one expected us to win, and we didn't.
The Georgetown game in Philadelphia was easily lost. Over-eagerness seized some of our
men at crucial times, and such playing gave Georgetown the game.
1905
The season of 1905 was successful, inasmuch as we won a majority of our scheduled games.
The Coach had been breaking in an entirely new squad the year before, and this year progress
was more easily made. This autumn occurred the unfortunate accident to Hetherman. The
Amherst team had not been scored upon all season, and, in view of the fact that they were trying
for a record, it was particularly galling to lose to us. The Holy Cross students did much to keep
the crowd orderly, and the action at Amherst, especially in regard to base-ball games the next
spring, was unlooked for and undeserved.
The game was a victory for us, 9 to 0, and it was the first and last time that season in which
Amherst's goal line had been crossed. Caspar Whitney's magazine had this game scored 0-0.
The Training School in Springfield had prophesied a defeat for us on their grounds. Alumni
f*#Mtf^{Ib^^|!L»e#k^C^-» c^i^c-i^^
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from the vicinity of Springfield attended the game in large numbers and saw us pile up 32 points,
while the home team couldn't score. The Dartmouth game in Hanover, while a defeat for"\is,
furnished opportunity for our men to show the true Holy Cross spirit. They played foot-ball
every minute of the game, and the opponents felt that the victory was well won. Foley, '07,
covered himself with honors by his work as half-back. When no one else could gain, he reeled
oif 55 yards. He sprained his knee in this, his maiden game, and was therefore unfit for further
playing. The next season his knee bothered him again, so he had to quit jjlaying once more.
1906
The last year of foot-ball during our course was not up to the standard of the eleven of our
Freshman year, and there were many good and stable reasons. In the first ])lace, the coaching
system was changed last fall, and the introduction of the graduate s.vstem necessitated the doing
away with the principles of the old. Then again, there was a large proportion of new men on
the squad, and men cannot play foot-ball until they learn how. However, there was the finest
display of earnestness on the part of the men that has existed during our sojourn at Holy Cross,
and each individual man attended every practice faithfull.v and worked with might and main to
help Coach George W. King, '04, and Captain George S. L. Connor, *07, to turn out a first-class
team, and if the team was not as successful as previous ones, the willingness of the men
cannot be blamed. The best game of the entire season, perhaps, was the Cornell game at
Ithaca, which team appeared on our foot-ball schedule for the first time. Holy Cross started in
with a whirlwind rush, and for the entire first half had things its own way. But the small
number of candidates on our squad made it impossible for us to introduce substitutes everv time
a man was injur'ed, and consequently Cornell scored several times in the second half.
^J^^^^^W^^^-
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FOOT-BALL SUMMARIES
1903 1904
DATE. OPPONENT. PLACE. H.C. OPP. DATE. OPPONENT. PLACE. H.C. OPI'.
Sept. 26. M. A. C. Worcester 6 Sept. 28. M. A. C. Worcester
Oct. 3. Dartmouth Hanover 18 Oct. 1. Bates Lewiston
Oct. 10. Wesleyan Middletown 11 6 Oct. 5. Yale New Haven 23
Oct. 14. Yale New Haven 10 36 Oct. 15. Tufts Worcester 34
Oct. 24. Tufts Worcester 6 5 Oct. 22. Dartmouth Worcester 18
Oct. 31. Amherst Worcester 36 Oct. 29. Georgetown Philadelphia 4 17
Nov. 7. S. T. S. Worcester 27 5 Nov. 5. Amherst Amherst 6 40
Nov. 14. Maine Bangor 5 Nov. 12. Harvard Cambridge 5 28
Nov. 21. W. P. I. Worcester 41 Nov. 24. S. T. S. Worcester 12 9
Nov. 30. Tufts Boston 32 —
Totals 174 70
Totals 61 135
1905 1906
DATE.
Sept. 23.
Oct. 7.
Oct. 14.
Oct. 21.
Oct. 28.
Nov. 4.
Nov. 11.
Nov. 18.
Nov. 30.
Ol'I'ONENT.
M. A. C.
Dartmouth
Yale
W. P. I.
S. T. S. '
Amherst
Syracuse
Tufts
Fordham
Totals
PLACE.
Worcester
Hanover
New Haven
Worcester
Springfield
Worcester
Syracuse
Worcester
New York
H.C.
17
6
12
32
9
4
12
27
119
0PP.
16
30
6
15
5
74
DATE.
Sept. 29
Oct. 6.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov
Nov,
13.
20.
27.
3.
10.
Nov. 29.
OPPONENT.
M. A. C.
Dartmouth
Yale
U. of Maine
W. P. I.
Fordham
Cornell
Fordham
Total
PLACE.
Worcester
Hanover
New Haven
Portland
Worcester
Worcester
Ithaca
New York
H.C
6
29
8
6
15
64
OPP.
4
16
17
5
16
6
64
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BASE-BALL
1904
TPIE BASE-BALL team of IQOl was a winner. We always have good teams, but
tliis was an exceptionally fine one. The majority of the important games wei'e
won, and at the end of the season Holy Cross was near the top of the list of college
teams. Fordham and Georgetown played the closest games on our field, the latter
particularly. Georgetown was in the lead 5 to 4 in the ninth, with two out and
two Holy Cross men on bases. Tom Stankard stepped to the plate and drove the
first pitched ball on a line to deep centre field and it rolled to the spring. He
scored the two men and won the game.
The Fordham game in Worcester was without an error on either side. The visitors could
only get two safe hits off O'Rourke, while our players touched up" McLane for nine good ones.
We won as usual from Harvard, Amherst and the others, but our second Vermont game was
called off in the 12th because the visitors had to catch a train.
After the season, Noonan went to Philadelphia Americans to join Coakley, his former room-
mate. Skelley coached at Marquette, Stankard went to Pittsburg, while Devlin went to George-
town, where he played while in the medical school.
1905
Fitton Field was finished this year and it was formally opened on the day of the Yale game
—Eli's first appearance in Worcester for years. The contest was the closest of the whole season,
and it was won for Yale by Bowman's home run in the tenth. The ball was driven to the slope
between right and centre, and in just the spot that Hoey sent many of his homers" the next
year. Little Jack O'Rourke, ex-'07, pitched in the Harvard game, and his diminutive stature in
contrast with the huge body of Coburn, his opponent, won for him the good will of the crowd.
His home run, too, when three men were on bases, showed that he was in the game to win. His
performance throughout nine entire innings won many encomiums from press reporters.
^.Ol^^^^^CP
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There was a chanoe in the coaehino- staff in mid-season. Dr. George A. Linnehan, "00, suc-
ceeded McCarthy', formerly of the Boston team. When the graduate coach took up the work there
was immediately noticed a new energy in the men and they finished the season with five straight
victories. Though the record of the entire season was not up to that of the year before, yet the
team was by no means mediocre. The base-ball teams at Holy Cross are of such a sort that an
ordinary season for us would be a top-notcher for half the colleges in the East.
1906
The banner year of base-ball at Holy Cross. At the season's close we held second place
among the colleges, with Princeton first, though we had not met the Tigers. Consequently the
placing of both teams was more or less a matter of conjecture. We broke nearly everything in
the way of records—as a team of hitters Holy Cross is famous throughout the country, but this
season all previous accomplishments in the batting line fell by the wayside. No less than four-
teen pitchers were batted out of the box, and in mid-season the team was batting at the rate of
fourteen hits every game. The Niagara game, with twenty-two safe ones, establishes a record.
In the home-run line, Hoey made eight in as many consecutive games, besides various others
during the season to avoid monoton}\
The Dartmouth game on Memorial Day brought the largest number of spectators ever seen
at Holy Cross—Skillen, the famous left-handed pitcher had been heralded all through the land.
Besides, he had defeated us in Hanover previously and an unusually interesting game was
expected. Every seat available was brought into requisition, and, in addition, thousands were
compelled to stand. W^e won, 6 to 2, by some of the best playing seen here in years. The first
eight balls Skillen pitched were strikes—right over the base. Hoey hit the ninth, but was
caught out. Flynn opened up the second inning with a safe one, and that started the hitting.
The team found very little difficultj^ in making nine hits off Skillen's delivery, while Hogerty
allowed Dartmouth but three.
We also evened up matters with Yale by defeating them in New Haven, 1.5-4, the first time
in three years. Our men felt that they should have won in Worcester, so when they went to
New Haven thev let tliemselves out and Yale didn't have a chance at all.
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The base running- of the team was a delight to the spectators and thirty runs scored
against Niagara, which expected to win, constituted our largest number of scores in any one game.
Much of the success and good feeling existing between the members of the team was due to the
efficiency of Captain Jack Fl_vnn, "07, whose playing at first base was marvelous. Out of a total
of "265 chances, he accepted 264, made but one error from April 4 to June 16. This perform-
ance Avill stand for a long time before it will be equaled.
A glance at the ap})ended summaries will demonstrate the fielding and particularly the hit-
ting qualities of our team. With seven men hitting three hundred or better, and one an even
f\)ur hundred, the team has a recoi'd iinequaled in the country.
One sporting man of high standing voiced the sentiment that Hoi}' Cross were undoubtedly
the fastest set of base-ball players in the college world."
1907
Because of the impossibility of printing a completed account of the base-ball season, it has
been deemed best not to publish the schedule. Manager McCarthy has prepared the finest list
of games that Holy Cross has seen in some years. Princeton came to Worcester after a seven-
years" absence. Villa Nova ajjpears after fully as great a length of time, and Seton Hall played
here for the first time.
Perhaps the best home games were the 1-0 ten-inning Georgetown game, the 3-2 eleven-
inning Fordham contest, and the 10-4- Yale game. The team was made up of a majority of new
men, and Coach Carney was abh" seconded by Capt. George B. Cashen, "09, in his efforts to turn
out a winner.
^-J>
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BASE-BALL SUMMARY
1904
Date Team. R.H.B. Pitcher. Team. R.H.E. Pitcher.
Aini 13 Holy Cross 22 16 1 Sprino'-Mansftclrl Boston College 3 15 I.vons-Whitney
'*
19
''
7 7 3 S|iriny Brown 1 5 8 Tift
*' 23
'•''
14 18 2 Spring- Maine 1 7 5 Mitchell
•*
30 '* 3 6 3 Spring Harvai'd 1 2 2 Coburn
May 4 k( 3 5 3 Manstield Trinity 4 3 Granger
**
7
''' 7 3 Spring- Fordham 4 5 2 McLean
*
11
''• 9 14 4 Spring- Vermont 4 7 2 Davis
"" 12 "" 10 11 1 Noonan-Mansfield Bowdoin 1 4 6 Oakes
'''
14 ** 9 12 2 Spring Amherst 3 6 5 McRae-Storke
** 20 **• 6 10 O'Rourke Tufts 2 6 6 Patch
*•
21 '' 5 8 4 O'Rourke-Spring- Yale 7 9 4 McKay
*^
23 '' 8 10 2 Noonan Dartmouth 1 5 5 Keady-Eames
'^
26 •^ 6 12 4 Mansfield Georgeto-svn 5 8 .> Leitz
^^
28 ^'• 2 9 O'Rourke Fordham 1 3 McLane
'"' 30 *'• 6 10 5 Noonan-O'Roiirke Dartmouth 9 12 3 Glaze
June 1 ''' 6 8 2 Mansfield Amherst 2 8 1 Owell
^^
4
*''
4 12 5 O'Rourke Vermo it 4 10 6 Campbell
^*
6
*'•
4 9 6 Mansfteld-O'Rourke Wor'ster League 6 10 3 Plank
^'
8 ''• 2 9 4 O'Rourke Brown 5 7 6 Tift
'*
11 *" 5 4 Mansfleld-O'Rourke Tufts 4 10 .> Dickinson
•"
15 "* 5 9 7 Noonau Williams 11 9 4 Westervelt
**
18 '^ 3 5 3 Spring-O'Rourke Harvard 1 4 4 Coburn
1905
Date Team. R.H.E. Pitcher. Team. R.H.B. Pitcher.
Apri 1 8 Holy Cross 9 12 7 Manstield-O'Rourke Wesleyan 3 6 5 Moni-oe
Hubbard-Brown
** 12 " 29 23 1 Spring-Hogerty B. U. 4 13 Kelley
" 15 ^* 4 10 8 O'Rourke Trinity 7 6 4 Bowman
** 19 *' 8 10 6 Spring- Brown 5 6 4 Tift
••^ 22 "• 10 9 1 O'Rourke Dartmouth •? 7 Glaze
'•'• 26 '' 4 5 2 Mansfield-Hogerty Tufts 7 9 4 Donovan
*^ 29 '' 10 10 5 Spring-Mansfield M. A. C. 2 10 9 Cobb
May 1 *'• 5 5 3 O'Rourke Dartmouth 6 12 4 Ski lien
*^ 2 ''' 8 8 6 Spring- Vermont 9 11 4 Ruelbach
^^ 6 ''' 6 8 2 O'Rourke Harvard 1 4 2 Coburn
*^ 10 '' 6 8 6 Hogerty Williams 4 9 3 Westervelt
^* 13 3 4 9 O'Rourke-Hogerty Yale 4 7 1 Jackson
(fc 17 •"- 5 7 3 Manstield Bowdoin 6 5 Files-Lewis
" 20 '' 4 11 3 Spring Yale 5 7 2 Pratt
fcfc 24 ** 16 11 4 Hogerty Vermont 3 6 8 Whitney
** 27 4 6 5 O'Rourke Tufts 15 19 4 Donovan
•
* 30 •^ 6 5 Spring Dartmouth 1 5 2 R. Glaze
'' 31 *''• 1 9 8 Hogei-ty Georgetown 4 10 5 White
Julie 1 *' 4 11 6 0' Kourke-Spring Foi'dham 7 11 4 McLane
3 ** 2 7 6 Spring Amherst 5 10 1 McRae
ic
I 7 11 t Hogerty Amherst 5 11 5 Newell-McKae
i^ 10 '* 12 9 2 Spring- Brown 1 4 6 Hoye-Elrod
>i 14 11 13 4 Hogerty Williams 3 9 7 Westervelt
>i 17
"* 912 5 Spring Harvard 8 9 3 Coburn-Castle
>i 18 *^ 3 5 O'Rourke Brown 6 o Tift
1906
Date. Tearn R.H.E. Pitcher. Team R.H.E. Pitcher.
Apr 1 i Holy_ Pross 23 14 2 :Mansfield-0' Drain S. T. S 1 2 7 Shean-Goodwin
*^
7 16 9 ? O'Draiii-Fraser M. A. C. 4 5 6 Hubbard-Kenned.^
** U 8 9 1 Hogerty Dartmouth U 2 3 Glaze
'^ 17 11 8 2 Eraser Tufts 4 8 Watson-McConneU
^^ 19 3 7 6 Mansfield Brown 2 7 3 Tift
" 21 15 15 4 Fraser-O'Hern Tufts 4 ,, „
Priest-McConnell-
" '^ VTatson
''' 25 30 23 9 O'Drain Niagara 6 9 13 Moran-Y'ates
*• 28 18 14 3 O'Hern Trinity 1 4 7 Xanders-Powell
bb 30 2 2 Hogerty Dartmouth 3 4 2 Skillen
May 1 3 7 5 Eraser Vermont 9 11 4 Campbell
ii
5 ' 4 6 5 Hogerty Harvi rd 2 6 2 Greene
Hogertv-Mansfield- ^_ ." 12 9 6 5 O'Drain Yale 10 9 3 Pratt-Parsons
'* U 13 13 4 Hogertj- Georgetown 4 4 7 f'antwell-irontgom 'y
*"- 16 8 14 8 O'Drain-Hogerty Foi-dham 4 8 5 Eagan-kudolpl 1
*^ 19 15 19 1 O'Drain Yale 4 8 7 Pratt-Jackson
kb 23 2 8 Mansfield Trinity 1 4 3 Bagley
^' 24 13 12 Fraser-Hogerty Vermont 3 4 4 Woodward-Whitney
**
2(3 7 13 1 Eraser Wesleyan 1 4 3 Munroe
''• 30 6 9 9 Hogerty Dartmouth '> 3 3 Skillen
June 2 12 8 '>
Hogertv-Mansflcid- _
Ennis Brown 3 10 7 Tift-Nourse
'•'
4 1 1 4 Hogerty Eordliam 2 4 1 Rudolph
**
t 5 5 Hogerty Fordham :? 8 Rudolph
^^ 15 4 8 Eraser Harvi rd 3 4 Castle-Greene
*^ 16 4 9 4 Mansfield Weslc van •> 5 2 -Munroe
BATTING AVERAGES
1904 1905 1906
Name. ab. r. b. tb. sb.av. Name. G:imes. ab. r. lb. av. Name. Games. ab b. r. av
Nooiian, p.. (Capt.) c. 95 22 34 50 5 .358 Dowd, s.. 16 54 14 18 .333 Mansfield, p.. 5 14 i 3 ..500
Flynu. lb.. 71 17 24 35 10 .338 Carrigan, c, 21 85 14 26 .305 J. Elvnn,(Capt.)lb., 24 97 39 39 .402
Noonan, T., P-, 12 2 4 4 .333 Loft us, c. 7 23 5 1 .304 Hoey, 1., 24 105 41 39 .391
Staukard, s. 86 18 27 33 5 .314 Hoev, e.. 25 99 27 30 .303 Carrigan, c. 24 91 34 30 .374
McKeon, m. 78 10 23 26 13 .205 Riley, r.. 9 33 7 10 .303 O'Drain, p.. 6 17 6 6 .351
Devlin, :.'l).. 95 18 27 34 8 .284 Flynn, 11-., 25 101 28 28 .279 Ennis, 3b., 24 98 32 16 .321
Skelley, r., 86 16 24 31 4 .279 Barry, s.. 19 69 17 18 .261 Barry, s.. 24 90 27 31 .300
Spi-ing, p., 28 4 t 7 4 .2.50 Ennis, 3b., 24 86 17 20 .232 (^ashen, 2b., 2:1 69 2:1 11 .290
Hoey, If., 81 13 19 21 3 .235 Cahili, m., 25 114 21 26 .228 Reidy, r.. 22 82 23 18 .279
Eniiis, 3b., 55 4 11 11 3 .200 Spring, p.. 21 81 15 18 222 Cahili, m.. 2(1 80 2,1 37 .2.50
Cashen, 3b., 15 1 4 4 1 .133 Caslien, 2b., 14 55 10 12 !218 Hogerty, p.. 11 22 5 3 .228
O'Kourke, p ., 20 2 3 3 .100 Mansfield, p.. 4 10 2 .200 F. Flynn, 2b., 8 18 4 .222
Mansfield p ., 12 2 .000 O'Rourke, p.. 9 27 6 5 .185 Courtney, m.. 8 14 3 2 !214
Hogert.y, p.. 7 16 5 1 .166 Loftus, c. 4 5 I (1 .2(K)
O'Brien, s., 3 12 .000- O'Hern, p..
Eraser, p..
2
i
5
1
1
4
1
2
.200
.190
FIELDING AVERAGES
1904 1905 1906
Name. po. a. e. tc. av. Name. Giunes. 1)0. a' e. av. Name. ))(). a. C. av.
N()oiiaii,R.(( 'apt. C, 142 22 165 .994 Loft us, c. 7 40 9 1 .98(1 .7. Flynn. (Capt.) lb
,
2)0 15 1 .997
H. Flyuii, 22.i 111 339 .983 Flynn, lb.. 25 229 10 8 .91)7 Carrigan, c, 1.56 41 3 .985
Skelley, 18 1 20 .950 Carrigan, c. 21 153 45 14 .934 F. Flynn, lb.. 14 11 2 .929
O'Rourke, 3 17 21) .950 O'Rourke, p., 9 4 32 3 .'.(24 O'DraiTi, p.. 4 9 1 .928
McKeon, 50 5 59 .932 Riley, r., 9 111 1 1 .911) Cashen, 2b., 34 45 6 .919
Spring-, 2 24 2S .927 Mansfield, p.. 4 2 9 1 .916 Hoey. If., 30 ,S 4 .909
Cashen, 4 9 14 .928 Dowd, s.. 13 21 ^: 5 .913 Courtney, m.. 9 1 1 .909
Mansfield, 8 9 .888 Hoey, 1., 25 35 i 4 .912 Eimis, 3b., 37 3(i 8 .901
Devlin, 24 49 11 84 .869 Cashen, 2b.
,
14 43 32 9 .892 Mansfield, p.. 3 15 2 .900
Ennis, 27 33 9 69 .869 Hogerty, p.. 7 2 18 4 .883 Cahili, ra., 23 3 3 .897
Stankai-d, 40 72 19 131 .855 O'Brien, s.. 3 4 9 2 .86() Barry, s.. 35 63 12 .870
T. Noonan, 1 4 1 6 .833 Cahili, m.. 25 43 5 9 .842 O'Hern, p., 8 1 .888
Hoey, 18 3 5 26 .808 Ennis, 3b., 24 30 37 13 .837 Loftus, c. 4 4 1 .888
Barry, s.. 19 27 45 22 .763 Eraser, p.. 1 14 2 .883
Spring, p.. 21 4 30 6 .750 Hogerty, p.,
Reidy, r.,
8
15
39
5
5
3
.881
.870
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TRACK
1904
R WERE entered onl.v at the B. A. A. games in 1904. The relay team, consist-
ing of Morrisse}', *04, Mulvaney, *07, O'Drain, "04, and H. P. Cahill, '07, ran
against Wesleyan. O'Drain was out of condition, the pace was too fast for him,
and he fell. Cahill, the last man, was so handicapped by this that it was useless
to endeavor to make up the lost jards, and he simpl}' went around to finish. In
the thousand-yards run, some one gave Cahill a handicap of 50 yards. At the
pistol shot he got the jump on the entire field and had no trouble in leading all the
wa.v. At the finish he crossed the tape nearly 60 yards ahead of the scratch men.
The smile he wore was only exceeded by the size of his prize loving cup.
1905
A determined effort was made this year to revive track athletics, and Manager Sullivan
arranged an interclass meet as preparatory to an indoor meet with Tufts. In the intercollegi-
ate meet we had a fairly large representation, but most of the men were new. The city folk
did not take kindly to the trolley ride, so the outside attendance was small. The students, how-
ever, were intensely intex'ested and, in the last analysis, it is mainly for them that track athletics
are encouraged.
Previous to the Tufts meet we sent a team of nine men to the B. A. A. games and they
entered in five events, but managed to come back with no victories.
1906
We came out more brilliantly in track athletics this year than anj' since we were Freshmen.
There were three dual meets and we won two. We also attracted attention at the B. A. A.
games. Scanlon threw the 16-pound shot 4.S feet, 6 inches and won the intercollegiate event.
Kelley drew third in the 40-yards handicap. He ran his distance in 4 3-5 seconds.
;/
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Of the meets, one was with Trinity at Hartford, the second with Boston College and the
third with Trinity on Fitton Field.
The men did not take this last meet seriously. There was little or no training on the part of
the Holy Cross men, and we well deserved to lose. It is a fact that the training rules are broken
regularly every year, and so long as the manager is not in sight there seems to be no scruple.
The best event for Holy Cross all year was the relay. We had a good team individually and
collectively' and they won every race they entered.
1907
Our track team consisted of a relay team and a shot-putter. Members of the rela_v team
were entered in fast events whenever it was practicable. On February 16, the team entered the
B. A. A. games, and Scanlon, who was later in the year elected captain, took third in the handi-
cap 16-pound event. The relay team, consisting of Coggswell, '09, Maynes, *09, J. F. Foley,
'10, and Kneeland,*10, ran against the fast M. I. T. team and the race was exciting despite the
fact that we lost to one of the strongest relay teams in the colleges.
February 21, we entered a meet at Hartford, where we won a relay race from Trinity and
broke the track record in doing so.
-^!2^-^
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DUAL MEETS
TUFTS-HOLY CROSS
Holy Cross Gymnasium, March 9, 1905
H.C. Tufts
30-YARDS DASH. Time 3 4-o set-.
Won by Resigasi, Tufts
2d Geary, Holy Cross
:?d McCarthy, Tufts
S80-YARDS RUN. Time, 2 min. 23 sec.
Won by Perry, Tufts
2d Powers, Tufts
3d Jones, Holy Cross
4.0-YDS. LOW HURDLES. Time, 3 l-.", sec.
Won by Kelley, Holy Cross
2d Resigasi, Tufts
3d Hunter, Tufts
SHOT-PUT. Distance, 37ft. 7lin.
Won by McManus, Holj' Cross
2d White, Tufts
3d Callanan, Holj' Cross
440-YDS. DASH. Time, Im. 2 2-osec.
Won by Gearv, Holj' Cross
2d Green, Tufts
3d McCarthy, Tufts
Height, .5ft. Sin.
Won by
2d
Tufts
Won by
2d
HIGH JUMP.
\ Jones /
/ Colbert \
\ Zellar, Tufts
( Kelley, Holy Cross
POLE VAULT. Height, .5ft. Sin.
( Green / Tufts
/ Zellar )
i Colbert, Tufts
-, McKenna, Holy Cross
( Barnes, Holy Cross
3 (J
MILE RUN. Time, 5m. 32sec.
Won by Powers, Tufts
2d Lilly, Holy Cross
Sd Donovan, Holy Cross
H.C. Tuft
i 5
Totals, 25 1-6 46 5-6
B. A. A. GAMES—1906
40-YDS. DASH. Time, 4 S-5 sec.
Kelley, Holy Cross, third.
SHOT-PUT. Distance, 43ft. 6in.
Scanlon, Holy Cross, first.
HOLY CROSS -TRINITY
Hartford, Conn., February 21, 1906
H.C. OP.
8i
84
40-YDS. DASH. Time, 4 4-5 sec.
Won by Kelley, Holv Cross
2d Dodwell, Holy Cross
3d Gateson, Trinitj^
MILE. Time, 5m. 12sec.
Won by Mulvaney, Holy Cross
2d Morris, Trinity
3d Hassett, Holy Cross.
RELAY. Time, 4.02 1-5.
Holy Cross vs. Trinity.
Won by Holy Cross
6 3
'>
19 4
-^"<^Vi6 ^^vo
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HOLY CROSS - BOSTON COLLEGE
At Boston
25-YARDS DASH. Time, 4sec.
Won by Geary, Holy Cross
•3d Ryan, Holy Cross
3d Hassett, Holy Cross
440-YARDS DASH. Time, Im. 2-5 sec.
Won by Riley, Holy Cross
2d Corcoran, Boston College
3d Ryan, Holy Cross
880-YARDS RUN. Time, 2m. 13 1-5 sec.
Won by O'Kane, Boston College
2d Mulvaney, Holy Cross
3d McGuinness, Boston College
H.C. OP
9
6 3
3 6
RELAY. Time, 3m. 7sec.
Holy Cross (Geary, Dodwell, Riley, Sullivan)
vs. Won by H. C. Time, 3m. 7sec. 5
Boston College (Corcoran, Killian, O'Kaiie,
_
McGuinness
23 9
HOLY CROSS - TRINITY
Fitton Field, 1906
100-YARDS DASH. Time, 10 4-5 sec.
Won by Kelley, Holy Cross
2d Taylor, Trinity
3d Geary, Holy Cross
880-YDS. RUN. Time, 2m. 12sec.
Won by Morris, Trinity
2d Dodwell, Holy Cross
3d Mulvaney, Holy Cross
6 3
4 5
120-YD. HURDLES. Time, 17 2-5 sees. H,C. OP.
Won by Olmstead, Trinity
2d Kelley, Holy Cross 3 6
3d Curtis, Trinity
220-YD. DASH. Time, 24sec.
Won by Geary, Holy Cross
2d Riley, Holy Cross « ^
3d Gateson, Trinity
BROAD JUMP. Distance, 21 ft.
Won by Geary, Holy Cross
2d Pond, Trinity 6 3
3d Kelley, Holy Cross
4.40-YD. DASH. Time, 55sec.
Won by Taylor, Trinity
2d Riley, Holy Cross 4 5
3d Regan, Holy Cross
HIGH JUMP. Height, 5ft. 4in.
Won by Brown, Trinity
2d Roberts, Trinity
g^ j Barnes, Holy Cross / ^.^^
( Olmstead, Trinity \
SHOT PUT. Distance, 40ft. 3in.
Won by Scan Ion, Holy Cross
2d Donnelley, Trinity ^ 3
3d Pallotti, Hol'y Cross
220-YD. HURDLES. Time, 28sec.
Won by Pond, Trinity
2d " Kelley, Holy Cross 3 g
3d Cadman, Trinity
81
MILE RUN. Time, 5m. 15 2-5sec.
Won by Morris, Trinity
2d Mulvaney, Holy Cross 4 5
3d Hassett, Holy Cross
Totals, 444 45^
ft'.
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BASKET-BALL
1903-04
OLY CROSS won the New England intercollegiate championship in basket-ball in
the season 1903-04. Though the trial squad was small,—all our preliminary squads
are made uj) of few men
—
yet the basket-ball abilities of the candidates were so
inversely proportional to their numbers, that we lost but two games out of a total
of twelve. We scored 242 points while our opponents made only 146. We won
from all the big colleges and universities on our schedule. Our closest victory was
over Dartmouth in the last game of the season. The team from Hanover was tied
with Holy Cross for the championship and this was the test game. The play was fast from the
very start ; so closely did both sides cover, that only four baskets were caged from the floor and
O 'Toole of Holy Cross scored three of these. Both teams played cleanly and the game was won
on its merits.
The members of the team of this year, Quinn, O'Toole, Connor, Dollard, Quigley, Spring,
Reed and Doherty brought more honor to Holy Cross basket-ball than any team that has since
represented her, and they well deserve to have their names preserved in the annals of her
athletics.
1904-05
Our basket-ball team degenerated, though there was no apparent reason. We won from
Harvard, Yale, B. U., M. 1. T. and Pennsylvania by large scores, but then we fell away to Wil-
liams, Dartmouth and to Brown in Providence, and one game lost counts a great deal on the
wrong side when there are but nine games played in all.
Our first three games were very easy for us and perhaps we were over confident. In Wil-
liamstown, the college gymnasium was necessarilj^ small, and Holy Cross, accustomed to play in
Mechanics hall, was disconcerted by the diminutive floor, especially when the home team knew
the court so well that to cage shots backwards was apparently as easy as to cage them forward.
We retaliated on Yale, however, and won for the second consecutive season. Brown was
THE PURPLE PATCHER
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easy and so was Harvard. This last game was played in our own gymnasium, which was disad-
vantageous to the visitors, though we would have in all probability won the game had it been
played in Mechanics hall. This was our last victory for the season.
1905-06
Avery gratifying season resulted from our basket-ball schedule of 1905-6. Only three
games out of a total of 15 were lost and the scores ran from 10 to 50. Connor, "07, made a
record of 12 baskets in the college gymnasium, and had a total of 79 baskets to his credit, or an
average of five in every game. The team lost to Harvard the first time in four years, and Dart-
mouth took the other two games from us.
This was the last year of basket-ball at Holy Cross. Though we always had excellent teams,
the students took no interest, and by their absence, showed that they did not desire the sport.
Though always a losing venture, it would have been continued as long as the students desired it,
but, in accordance with their evident feeling, the sport was dropped from the list of inter-colle-
giate athletics.
It is sincerely hoped that with the advent of the season of 1907-8, there will be a new
spirit, and that we shall be again represented by an intercollegiate basket-ball team, the cham-
pions of New England.
US^.'-^T^-^'f^^'^^^^^'^'^^*^
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BASKET-BALL SUMMARIES
Date.
Dec. 12
HI
12
20
23
2(j
30
(i
13
20
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Team.
M. I. T.
W. P. ].
li. U.
Brown
Amherst
Williston
Harvard
Vale
Brown
Amherst
\V. P. I.
1903-04
Place.
W orcester
Worcester
Worcester
Providence
Worcester
Easthampton
Worcester
Worcester
Worcester
Amherst
Worcester
H
10 Dartmuutli Worcester
Totals
.c. Op.
12 16
16 10
31 4
11 1
411 20
12 26
18 14
20 11
20 8
27 15
17 <)
'J 6
242 146
1904-05
Date.
Dec. 13
22
Jan. 13
21
2X
Feb. 11
16
Mar. 4
Team.
M. 1. T.
B. U.
U. of P.
Williams
Vale
Brown
Harvard
Brown
Place.
Worcester
Worcester
Worcester
Williamstown
Worcester
Worcester
Worcester
Providence
H.C.Op.
36 11
43
40
12
16 Dartmouth Hanover
Totals
31
34
20
14
282 154
Jan.
Date.
Dec. 16
11)
;)
13
18
23
26
31
3
6
10
14
22
27
Mar. 1
Feb.
1905-06
Team. Place.
B. U. Worcester
M. IT. Worcester
B. C. Boston
Dartmouth Worcester
Trinity Worcester
Dartmouth Hanover
Brown Worcester
Newport Newport
H
Harvard
W. P. I.
Brown
B. C.
Trinity
M. I.T.
Maine
Totals
Cambridge
Worcester
Providence
Worcester
Hartford
Worcester
Worcester
C.
53
34
35
21
36
20
20
31
10
24
3.5
22
2.S
24
35
Op.
!l
13
14
.31
12
31
20
12
25
13
22
20
21
14
13
408 258
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Name.
Spring
Keed
Quinn
Connor
O'Toole
Doherty
Quigley
DoUard
Welch
Tobin
Dowd
1903-04
Games
Played.
12
12
10
10
9
6
2
2
1
No. of
Baskets.
40
10
10
17
12
10
2
1
1
Totals
Goals from fouls, Spring 37
105
I
Total
Points.
80
20
20 I
34
24
20
4
2
2
210
1904-05
Ciames No. of
Name.
Connor
Stevens
Spring
Connors
Reed
Baker
Foley
Hogerty
Played.
10
9
9
•>
1
5
Baskets.
21
22
31
25
12
1
3
Totals 115
* Goals from fouls, Spring 52
Total
Points.
42
44
«62
50
24
2
6
230
1905 -06
Games Xo. of Total
Name. Played. Baskets. Points.
Connor 14 7S) 158
Stevens 15 44 *88
Lynch 12 28 56
Hogerty 13 17 34
Hetherman 10 7 14
Kennedy 8 6 12
Cassidy 7 5 10
Richards 3 3 6
Casey 3 3 6
Callahan 7
Mahoney 2
Totals 1112
* Goals from fouls, Stevens .55
384
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TENNIS ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
President
Secretary and Treasurer
Victor Atuyer
Francis Bannon
J hn Beckley
Edward Callahan
Joseph Connelly
Gardner Conroy
Michael Egan
Thomas Finnerty
William Flannigan
James Gallivan
Walter Hoey
George Hogben
William Leahy
Charles A. Maguire
John Martin
MEMBERS
Richard T. Tobin
John X. Murphy
Arthur Maynard
William McMahon
Frank McNamara
William Merdes
Thomas F. Monahan
Henry Murphy
W^illiam Nugent
William O'Connor
Clarence Rhatigan
John Shay
George Temple
Harold Terwilliger
Frank W. Walsh
Thomas Wheeler
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WEARERS OF THE "H. C."
First. No one shall be entitled to wear the monogram H. C."" at any time on hat, caj) or
sweater, jersey or uniform, unless he shall have complied with the following conditions,
or in compliance with Article Third, stated below.
Base-ball—Participation in three college games to the extent of nine full innings.
Foot-ball— Playing one full ha'f of three college games.
Basket-ball—Playing one full half of three college 'games.
Track (a). For being a member of a relay team, to consist of four members, compet-
ing against a team re})resenting another college. (b) For winning one full point in an
intercollegiate championship or dual meet. (c) For winning first or second place in a
meet at which other colleges are represented, sanctioned by the A. A. U.
Second. Participation in any branch of athletics, to count in the attainment of an *H. C. ,"
must occur within a single academic year.
Third. The athletic advisory board may at its discretion award or withhold an H. C." for
good and sufficient reasons, and at all times the wearing of a monogram shall be subject
to its approval.
FOOT-BALL
Classof 1907—H. Cahill,W.CahilI, G.Connor(Capt.),
Davitt, J. Foley, E. McCarthy, W. O'Neil.
Class of 1908—O'Donnell, Pallotti.
Class of 1909—Carney, Petry, Smith.
Class of 1910—McCrohan.
BASKET-BALL
Class of 1907—Connor.
Class of 1908—Stevens.
Class of 1909—Kennedy.
Class of 1907-
Class of 1908-
Class of 1909-
Class of 1910-
Class of 1907-
Class of 1908-
Class of 1909-
livan.
Class of 1910-
BASE-BALL
-J. Flynn, (Capt.)
-Mansfield, F. Flynn.
-Cashen.
-Barry, F. Cahill.
TRACK TEAM
-E. McCarthy, Meaney, Mulvaney.
-Pallotti, Ryan.
-Coggswell, Hassett, Maynes, J. Sul-
-J. Foley, Kneeland.
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CLASS ATHLETICS
V
FTER getting by the terrors of the now departed dormitories and the long hours of
study hall, with what joy did we see the long-awaited message on history lec-
ture-room board. The scrawling hand of * Big Chief" Shamus wrote out the
jo.vful words, Class meeting of freshies at 12 M. Come on, stay and hear Capt.
Grady's talk on foot-ball."
At the dread hour of twilight, e'er the evening dust had begun to fall, four-
teen shadowy forms stole up past the bake-house, along the orchard's edge, to the
very mountain top. There, in circling pow-wow, the mighty Clintonite unfolded
many a running plan and related many a tale of his deeds on lowan rocky gridirons. Soon to
throw the breeze back for a loss became a daily occurrence. Patsy" DoUard stood the pivot
man, banked by the gentle McCarthy and Sousa Forestelle, whom in turn McClure and Pat sup-
ported. Lanky Shamus and the eager Whish" let no man turn the flank, while the rushing
McNamara, Foley and Kilroe ran where the screaming Creamer chose. The O's" and 'Macs"
kept on the right, and the left side the aliens held. Sophomore spies learned about the ball-
under-sweater trick play and our team just recovering from a mighty epidemic barely escaped the
lowest place.
Basket-ball season soon rolled in and great were nineteen-seven's preparations. Sophomore,
junior, senior fell before our sure-eyed five, and the festal board already loomed up before their
hungering eyes. But a rumor ran through the hall that the sophomores had protested Jakey"
for playing under freshman name. Rung in at the last minute, Jakey," a freshman true
except in Attic tongue, was declared ineligible and the game ordered to be replayed. The
varsity now needed Capt. Dollard, and Shamus was overtrained, so with broken ranks we lost
to the lucky Coakleyan clan.
Back as wild and lively Sophomores the next golden autumn found us with our class eleven
practicing daily with a varsity spirit. Great were the deeds of that fall's training and its memo-
ries will never be forgotten. Writes William Creamer of Fall River, It gives me great pleasure
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to express my faith in Dr. McClure's hygienic pneumatical facial enhancer. After being severely
injured in a collision, my mate, Sousa, prevailed upon me to give it a trial. After taking but a
single dose the discoloration vanished and has not since reappeared. I gladlj' endorse your
methads. A Cavan friend from Westfield, who suffered from discoloration of his lumen in the
same collision, but in a different manner, also benefited through your system."
As the freshmen had beaten tlie seniors, who had crushed the juniors, it was too evident
what the result would be, and the other classes refused to meet nineteen-seven, and the faculty
called off the series. Thus for a second time our class team was stopped on the threshold of
victorv. In the winter class sports, the sophomore paper-weight relay four, O'Neil, Dulligan,
Heffernan and Mulvane}', showed the pathway to all the other teams, even though the Housa-
tonic Peter'" of base-ball fame ran faster than ever in any game. The winnings of our fast
quintet at basket-ball wound up a glorious athletic year for nineteen-seven.
Nearlj- every member of our class team of the preceding year made his mark on either tiie
varsity or second eleven of the season of 1905. The class foot-ball series was still in the same
disorganized state, but victory again sought us in the basket-ball series. Capt. Carroll with his
winning five made a descent on Boston Town, to meet our sister college's second team. Result:
Fine time, great game, swell trip. Oh! We lost, 21 to 13."
Deep in the study of the ologies" as dignified seniors we had but little time to devote to
the frivolities of i)hysical jjleasure. Not a class foot-ball game took place, but the spirit was
saved by the reviving of the inter-class basket-ball contests at the expense of a vai'sity team.
Entering the contests with the finest recoi'd ever held by a class team, it was not long before age
began to tell and all foresaw that the inevitable was at hand, and as passe"' the class, long noted
for its class spirit, unity of its members, and number of its varsity lettered men, will wind up its
career as students and join that great body of old grads," who are simply Holy Cross boys
forever.
INDOOR CLASS MEET.
40-Yard Dash—Won by Riley, '08; Shay, '08, second; Cogswell, "06, third. Time, 5 sec.
45-Yard Hurdles—Won by Knight, '08; Shay, '08, second; Desmond, '06, third. Time, 6f sec.
440-Yard Dash—Won by Riley, "08; 0"Toole, 06, second; O'Neil, "07, third. Time, 55 sec.
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880-Yard Run—Won by Mulvaney, '07; Lilly, '05, second; Faherty, '08, third. Time, 2.26.
Mile Run—Won by Roche, "08; Mulvaney, '07, second; Dempsey, 00, third. Time, 5.28.
Pole Vault—Won by Desmond. Almirall, '06, and Tobin, '07, tied for second. Height, 10 feet.
Shot Put—Won by Noonan, '06; O'Donnell, '08, second; McCarthy, '07, third. Dis., 33t feet.
High Jump—Won by Herbert, "05; Goddard, *08, second; Almirall, '08, third. Height, 6 feet.
Relay Race—Won by 1907. (DuUigan, Heffernan, O'Neil, Mulvaney.) 1908, second.
SUMMARY OF POINTS
'05 '06 '07 '08
Pole Vault,
Shot Put,
High Jump,
Relay Race,
40-Yard Dash, 1 8
45-Yard Hurdles, 1 8
440-Yard Dash, 3 1 5
880-Yard Run, 3 5 1
Mile Run, 1 3 5
'05 "06
2f
5
5
1
3 19*
'07
1
21*
"08
3
4
3
37
CLASS BASKET-BALL SERIES
1903-4
1905. Juniors. Won 1.
1904. Seniors. Won 0.
1906-7
Junior, Won 6.
Freshmen, Won 4.
Seniors,
Sophomores, Won 0.
1906. Sophomore. Won 3. Lost 1.
1907.* Freshman. Won 3. Lost 1.
1905-6
1907.* Juniors. Won 3. Lost 0.
1908. Sophomores. Won 2. Lost 1.
1906. Seniors. Won 1 . Lost 2.
1909. Freshmen. Won 0. Lost 3.
B. C. Second. Score 21 to 13.
CLASS FOOT-BALL SERIES
1903
Seniors. Won 3. Lost 0.
Sophomores. Won 2. I^ost 1.
Freshmen. Won 1. Lost 2.
Juniors. Won 0. Lost 3.
Lost 2.
Lost 3.
Won 1.
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
0.
2.
4.
5.
1904.
1906.
1907.
1905.
1907.
1908.
1900.
1905.
1904
Sophomores. Won 1 . Lost 0.
Freshmen. Won 1. Lost 1.
Juniors. Won 1. Lost 1.
Seniors. Won 0. Lost 1.
!*»•-
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1907 BASKET-BALL TEAM
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THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY
IKE debating, dramatics at Holy Cross date back to within a few years of the found-
ing of the college itself. In tracing the history of the Dramatic Society, the
records carrj' us back to 1849, when the devotees of the histrionic art grouped
themselves together under the rather lordly title of The Smithsonian Ethiopian
Minstrel Club.'" The club as such had but a brief existence, for it was soon
merged into the B. J. F. Before long, however, efforts were made to put dra-
matics on a firm and separate basis once more, and the result was the foraiation of
the "Pakachoag Dramatic Company and Dramatic Corps." The company** soon evolved into
a societj^," and as such it exists to-day—the Holy Cross Dramatic Society.
Yet the Dramatic Societ)', in its present state of development and management, dates back
but a few years. It is the result of a process of evolution extending over a period of 50 jears.
It is the result of years of careful, painstaking effort and honest endeavor, and this effoi-t and
endeavor were expended not merely to perfect the organization and management of the societv
but also to raise the class of productions presented. And from the small farces and min-
strel shows of its early years the society has risen to the presentation of the standard Shake-
spearian tragedies and comedies. Throughout the whole period of its existence, from the first
days of the college to our own time, there has never been lacking the abilit}' necessary to carry
to a successful issue whatever its members undertook to present.
OFFICERS, 1906-1907.
Moderator, Rev. Joseph H. Hann, S. J.
President, Robert B. Masterson, "07.
Vice-President, Daniel H. Prior, "10.
Secretary, F. J. L. Maynes, "09.
Treasurer, Wm. F. McKnight, "08.
W? 5. ris ftb> '07.
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"HENRY IV"
F THE many triumphs and successes recorded in the history of the Dramatic Society
it may be said that the production of Henry IV" by the Dramatic Society of
1905-6 stands second to none.
It was presented at the Worcester Theatre on the evening of Feb. 19, 1906,
before as enthusiastic and appreciative an audience as ever gathered to witness a
college production. The performance proved to be one of the society events of
the city. The play itself was a signal success, and ran off smoothly from rise to
fall of curtain. The failings and weaknesses that usually mark an amateur performance were
conspicuous by their absence, and many of the critical observers in the audience could scarcely
believe that they were witnessing an amateur production.
THE CAST
King Henry IV Charles L. Foley, '07.
Prince John of Lancaster Charles A. Maguire, '09.
Prince Henry of Wales Robert B. Masterson, '07.
Ralph Neville, Earl of Westmoreland Daniel F. O'Connell, '07.
Sir Walter Blunt Henry A. Norman, '08.
Thomas Percy, Earl of Worcester Martin F. Connelly, '06.
Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland Stephen J. O'Brien, "OR.
Henry Percy, surnamed "Hotspur" Wm. H. Corcoran, '06.
Archibald, Earl of Douglas William E. Leahy, '07.
Sir Richard Vernon Francis J. Maynes, '09.
Sir John Falstaif Allan Glennon, '09.
Poins George Dillon, '06.
Peto Bernard F.Conaghan, '06.
Bardolph Harry J. Naughton, '06.
Gadshill J. Edward Dempsey, '06.
Francis James A. Byrne, '06.
First Traveller John C. McDonald, '08.
Second Traveller Wm. F. McKnight, '08.
>«r®^-'«rlf.3 c^i-^c^^
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THE B. J. F.
^HE EARLY pioneers of Holy Cross who gathered about the little brick building on
Pakachoag Hill back in '43 recognized full well the many advantages of a debating
society, and scarcely was the college known to the outside world when a forensic
arena was established, and the political and economical questions of the day were
receiving the attention of these coming men of the world. The college was
founded in 1843 and in 1846 the B. J. F. was established. The event was duly
recorded in the first article of the Constitution : This society was founded in the
year one thousand eight hundred and forty-six, the seventieth of the independence
of the United States, and is essentially a debating society having for its object the increase of
knowledge, cultivation of eloquence and readiness in debate. " Hence,we see that only three years
after the laying of the cornerstone of the oldest Catholic college in New England it could boast
of a thoroughly organized debating society. The second article of the Constitution records the
name and the reason for its selection. The Society adopts as a token of affection and gratitude
the name B. J. F., these letters being the initials of Rt. Rev. Benedict Joseph Fenwick, one of
the bishops of Boston and founder of the College of the Holy Cross."
A notable feature of the B. J. F. in the days before and immediately after the Civil War
was the custom of electing honorary members. The roll of the honorary members is a long one
and contains the names of men of national and international reputation
—
priests, bishops, states-
men, genei'als and governors. A few of the more prominent of the honorary members are Hon.
John A. Andrews, the war governor of Massachusetts, Hon. Patrick A. Collins, Hon. John
Quincy Adams, and Patrick Donohue.
The name and fame of the B. J. F. is not confined within the walls of Holy Cross, for in
intercollegiate debating circles it enjoys an enviable reputation and a well earned prestige.
In all its intercollegiate contests the work of its debaters has been of a character which could
not fail to bring honor and reputation to their society and glory to their Alma Mater. The most
recent contest in which the B. J. F. was a participant was that with the debating society of Bos-
ton University School of Law, which was held in Fenwick Hall on the evening of March 25,
^
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1904. The B. J. F. debaters, Francis M. Buckley, '05, Frederick Spellman, '04, and Wm.
Welch, '04, upheld the affirmative side of the question, Resolved, That literacy as defined
in the Lodge Bill, be among the tests required of immigrants to the U. S." The debate was a
success from every standpoint, and when the judges announced their verdict giving the decision
to Holy Cross, all present conceded that the purple warriors had achieved a well merited victory.
An annual event in the history of the B. J. F. is the public inter-class debate between
chosen teams of the Seniors and Juniors. The winning team is awarded a purse of $40, the
interest on a fund founded by the late Rev. John J. Fallon, '80.
FIRST TERM.
Jos. F. Murray, "07
Thomas J. Connor, "08
Chas. L. Foley, "07
Wm. F. 0"Neil, "07
Robert B. Masterson, "07
OFFICERS 1906-7
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Censor
SECOND TERM.
Wm. S. Pendleton, "07
Chas. V. Carroll, '08
Wm. Nugent, "07
Geo. S. L. Connor, '07
Maurice W. Kearney, '07
PHILOMATHIC DEBATING TEAM— 1905
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THE PHILOMATHIC SOCIETY
NLIKE the B. J. F., the Philomathic Debating Society is of comjjaratively recent
origin, but its semewhat short period of existence has been fully as eventful and
interesting as has been that of its older sister society. It was just some seven
years ago that the Philomathic rounded out the first quarter-century of its exist-
ence. Its charter members, though not yet tottering under the weight of .years,
are nevertheless fast passing into the autumn of their existence. Like the found-
ers of great institutions, their memory will survive long after they have departed
from our midst, for they have given to Holy Cross a debating society which has
attained a reputation and prestige second to none, a reputation which their successors have
guarded and ever will guard as a fondly cherished legacy.
The name Philomathic," given by the charter members to the junior debating society at
Holy Cross, is expressive of the object and aim of the society. The object of this society is to
cultivate in its members the faculty of debating and to atfbrd them an opportunity of acquiring
information on subjects, which shall be principally of an historical or literary character." [Con-
stitution, Article II.]
Public debates by the Philomathic date back but a few years ; formerly patriotic celebrations,
mock trials
,
and ordinary debates, at which only the members were present, were all that
engaged its attention. Its intercollegiate debates have been few in number, but, like the public
interclass debates, now an annual affair of the Philomathic, they have shown that the calibre
and ability of the forensic champions of Holy Cross are second to those of no other college.
During our stay at Holy Cross, the Philomathic has participated in but one intercollegiate
contest—that with Boston College. It was on Tuesday evening, April 4, 1905, that the repre-
sentatives of the Philomathic met and defeated those of the Freshman-Sophomore Debating
Society of Boston College. The debate was held in Boston College Hall, before a large and
enthusiastic audience. The question was : Resolved, That literacy, as defined in the Lodge
bill, should not be a test for immigrants. Holy Cross upheld the affirmative side of the ques-
]i;g.3c^^|^£-^
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tion, and, after a masterly presentation of the case, was awarded a unanimous verdict The
Philomathic debaters were: Charles F. Foley, '07, William S. Pendleton, "07, and William E.
Leahy, '07, with Robert B. Masterson, "07, as alternate.
OFFICERS OF PHILOMATHIC, 1906-1907.
First Term.
Bernard F. Dooley, '09
Lorenzo T. McCarthy, '09
John D. Hassett, '09
Matthew M. Cotter, '09
Robert E. S. Kelley, '09
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Censor
Second Term.
Daniel H. Prior, "10
Philip H. Donnelly. '10
Martin E. Fahy, '09
D. Francis Curtin, '10
Jeremiah Morley, '10
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1907 IN DEBATES
[HE ENTRANCE of the class of "07 into debating circles at Holy Cross was a
unique and remarkable one. It was made with a triumphant blare of trumi)ets
and with colors flying proudly above. We came, we saw, we conquered. With
the crown of victory resting lightly on her brow, '07 with one master stroke con-
signed to oblivion that time-honored custom that the under class is always the
under dog, for when the smoke of that memorable conflict between '06 and *07
had cleared away, the colors of '07 were found floating triumphant, while the
ensign of '06 trailed in the dust. The field of battle was old Fenwick Hall, the
bone of contention was the resolution : Resolved, that our present tariff system is detrimental
to the best interests of the American woi-kingman." The representatives of '07 were Robert B.
Masterson, William S. Pendleton and William E. Leahy, with John J. Finn as alternate.
The success of our Freshman j^ear did not wait upon us when as Sophomores we once more
essayed to hang another scalp at our belt, as our representatives met defeat at the hands of the
Freshman debating team. The subject was: Resolved, that municipalities should own and
operate their own utilities."" The class of "07 was represented by John F. Sullivan, Richard T.
Tobin, John J. Finn, and Vincent T. Meaney, alternate.
This defeat was more than atoned for by the brilliant victory which the Philomathic team of
that year achieved over the Boston College Debating Society. This team was composed of
Charles F. Foley, Wm. S. Pendleton, Wm. E. Leahy, with Robert B. Masterson, alternate, all c
members of the class of 1907. As Juniors we sallied foi'th once more to test our strength in Jh
forensic combat. Nineteen-seven in the persons of John F. Sullivan, Charles Foley and Wil- |j.
Ham E. Leahy waged as gallant a fight as old Fenwick Hall has ever witnessed, but again the
fickle goddess of fortune failed to smile propitiously on our efforts.
As Seniors we once more came into our own, and once more could raise the pennant of '07
above those of our sister classes. The subject debated was : Resolved, that existing conditions (
demand a stronger federal government." The representatives of '07, Wm. F. O'Neil, Chas. L. 41
Foley and Wm. S. Pendleton upheld the affirmative, and the decision was a unanimous one in
"i
their favor. /
OTHER DEBATERS OF 1907

GLEE CLUB.
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GLEE CLUB
NE OF THE chief reasons why Holy Cross has not had as permanent prestige in
musical circles as our athletic teams have enjoyed in their own proper sphere is
the lack of consecutive training. To have a new director every year mili-
tates agai ist the establishment of a glee club as a stable fixture. But despite
these handicaps, many an hour has been passed, sweetened by the pleasing har-
mony of well-blended voices.
What place music held at Hoi}' Cross before our time, we do not know,
excepting for the fact that a choir furnished on Sundays the only attempts at
armony. Of course there has always been a ' back yard quartette,'" which on a summer's
,night discoursed the latest songs, but of a glee club there was none.
In Sophomore Mr. M. Augustus Fremgen, S. J., rounded up all the talent in the house and there
were secret sessions in Fenvvick Hall. On Holy Cross Night we were treated to our first glee
and band concert, for in the canvass for material had been found sundry brass instruments, drums
and reeds. The entertainment was particularly pleasing from an artistic point of view and also
because of the fact that it was all a surprise on the rest of us. lliis was but the beginning, and
at every public entertainment at tiie college that year the glee club was always ready to furnish
its full share of the enjoyment. The effect upon our own unaccustomed ears had been so pleas-
ing that the organization made a moon-light flitting" over to Clinton and took the town by
storm. Fitch burg, too, was clamoring for a concert, and the result was so satisfactory that it has
become an annual affair.
In Junior the club developed so rapidly that Wm. H. Corcoran, '06, was made manager and
Wm. J. Cahill, '07, assistant. Mr. Fremgen had been appointed elsewhere, and Mr. Murphy,
fS.J., took up the destinies of the organization. Fitchburg was again played to and the
house was crowded. In Fenwick Hall there was given a joint concert by the glee club and
orchestra. It was a delightful event, and a little later Mechanics Hall was well filled to hear a
repetition of the success, for the benefit of the San Francisco sufferers.
The opening of Senior found another new director in the person of Mr. Gaynor, S. J.,
^l!l!)u-,^?#^^^#^<.^#^#1^
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and the men oojioratulated themselves on having with them one who had met with great success
in the South
.
Cahill was pi'omoted and made a capable and efficient manager. An innovation this year
was the abandoning of the staid glees of former years, and the turning to more pleasing and
humorous selections. Fitchburg gave the society another ovation, and a schedule of concerts
had been made, to include Milford, another public appearance in Worcester and several other
surrounding towns. But class restrictions disbanded the club, and for the rest of the year the
quartette, composed of Cahill, '07, McCarthy, '08, Forestelle, *07, Coleman, "10, and later
Kane, '10, who succeeded Coleman, did all the singing.
Their melodious voices have been heard in Worcester at alumni banquets, twice at Warren,
at all the public functions at Holy Cross, and in every instance they were encored uiitil their
supply fell short.
GLEE CLUB FOR 1907
FIRST TENOR
Wm. J. McCarthy, "08
Vincent Sullivan, '09
Francis Ciibson, ' 10
Francis A. Finneaan 07
FIRST BASS
Nicholas Colt-man, '10
Fred Kane, "()!»
Frank Callahan, "00
Frank Maynes, '09
James Foley, '07
William Connery, '10
SECOND TENOR
Dennis O'Brien, '10
Stephen O'Brien, *08
Frank Foley, '08
Frank Walsh, "10
John Rvan, '08
Wm. J." Cahill, Jr., '07
.
SECOND BASS
Wm
. Forestelle, "07
Charles Foley, '07
Thomas Finnerty, 10
Charles Maguire, '09
Charles Donovan, '07
Francis A. Fadden, 'OG, Pianist
ORCHESTRA
'09 Frederick Kane, Pianist
'08 John Beckley, 1st Violin '10 Francis Misner, 1st Violin
'07 William Nugent, 2d Violin '10 Henry J. McMahon, 2d Violin
'08 George Donahue, Cornet '10 William Connery, Trombone
"08 Frank Callahan, Trombone '08 Charles Hanley, Flute
"10 Frank Walsh, Drums
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GLEE CLUB QUARTETTE.
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MINSTREL SHOW GROUP 1907
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JUNIOR MINSTRELS
N KEEPING with its plans to distinguish itself in student circles and to sustain its
reputation as a class ever read.v to push itself to the fore in matters bearing on gen-
eral student life, the class of 1907 in its Junior year hit upon the happy idea of
presenting a minstrel show The show was presented in Fenwick Hall on the even-
ing of May 2, 1906, and was an unqualified success. Coon song was intermingled
with sentimental solo; the jokes, jibes and knocks were no respecters of person,
and the general knocks on the daily happenings of our college life proved one of
the hits of the evening.
There have been minstrel shows and minstrel shows at Holy Cross,, but that of the class of
1907 can easily be awarded the palm. Fearful at the outset of the undertaking that we were
attempting too much, we were agreeably surprised, as time wore on, at the amount of talent in
the class, and on the night of the performance we stepped before the footlights confident thac no
flaw could be found in our presentation. The stage had been tastefully set and decorated by
Wm. C. Kennedy, to whose efforts in this reg<jrd no small part of the success was due, and the
picture presented by the ensemble at the rise of the curtain brought forth unstinted applause
from the large audience present. The musical end of the programme was attended to by Francis'
A. Fadden, '06, and to him, for his untiring labor to make singers of us all and his kindness in
waiting upon our wishes at all times, even to his own discomfort, the class owes a debt of
gratitude.
THE PROGRAMME
Overture Francis A. Fadden f
Curtain Raiser Junior Minstrel Band (M
Opening Chorus. "You're a Grand Old Rag" J^
Solo, "I Wonder if You'll Miss Me" ' . . .James A. Folev P
End Talk Bill West Flynn M
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End Song John A. Flynn
Little Nonsense Sousa Lampblack Forestelle
Solo, 'Way Down Home" Francis A. Finnegan
End Talk Roady Dawson
End Song, "What's the Use of Knocking" Wm. S. Flynn
More Nonsense George Doc (Stader) Connor
Solo, Dreaming" Jno. J. Murphy
Few Riddles Jack Primrose Flynn
End Song, Have You Seen My Henry Brown" George S. L. Connor
A Little Philosophy Wm. (SO-l Shot) Creamer
Solo, Somebody's Sweetheart" Wm. J. Cahill
End Song, "I'm Getting Sleepy" Wm. H. L. Forestelle
Grand Finale, Pot-pourri of Popular Melodies Entire Class
Exit March Francis A. Fadden
Tambos
Wm. S. Flynn
George S. L. Connor
Roger P. Dawson Wm
Wm. E. Leahy Literlocutor
Class of 1907 Chorus
Bones
John A. Flynn
Wm. H. L. Forestelle
H. Creamer
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Sad was the fate which befell the Class of 1907 when as Freshmen we had to witness the
death of that time-honored Holy Cross custom, Juniors" Night." This was the magnetic force
by which we were led to believe we would first be awakened to social life and festivities at Holv'
Cross, and it was looked forward to with the greatest expectation, so that it was indeed a bitter
disappointment when we learned that we were just a year too late to participate in the festivities
of that joyous occasion. In looking about for a substitute, to fill the breach which all felt had
been left in the collegiate year, we struck upon the plan of an annual class dinner, hitherto (*
an almost unknown event at Holy Cross, save with the Seniors. Quickly pushing our plans to a^
head, we found that we could lay claim to the distinction of being the inaugurators of class din-
"J,
ners among the undergraduates, as our example was quickly followed by the other classes. Our
ilA-
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sophomore and junior years witnessed the repetition of the experiment, and each year saw the
plan carried to a successful issue. The event was looked forward to as one of the most pleasant
incidents of the year, and now, in reviewing the happenings of our undergraduate years, these
events stand forth like oases in a desert. Poetry and verse, history and prophecy, gentle
jibes and spirited speeches, lent grace and pleasure to these festive gatherings. We have
sung the praises of Alma Mater, have heard of the heights of success yet to be attained by the ^
boys of *07 ; we have regaled ourselves with tales of the past, with the scenes and incidents of i#
study hall and dormitory life, with happenings and events in which some who are no longer
enrolled in the ranks of '07 Avere the leading characters ; we have consoled ourselves for the
misfortunes of the past with the thought of what might have been and still might be, yet know-
ing full well that circumstances would still remain the same ; and the entire assembly was per-
vaded with the one thought and feeling that we were all boys of '07, loyal to our class, our
college and to one another. Each time we left the festive boai'd we felt in heart and soul that
another rivet had been driven in that bond of friendship that has held and will still hold together!
the boys of "07.
FRESHMAN CLASS DINNER
State Mutual Restaurant, December 15, 1903.
SPEAKERS.
Toastmaster,
Class of 1907,
Humorous Poem,
College Life,
Athletics,
The Ladies,
Our Future.
Alma Mater,
James A. Russell.
Martin J. O'Brien.
Edward Matthews.
John E. Welch.
Wm. H. Forestelle.
Peter J. Dulllgan,
Wm. E. Leahy.
Wra. S. Pendleton.
Wm. J. Cahill, Jr.
COMMITTEE.
William H. Creamer, Chairman.
James A. Russell. Wm. S. Pendleton. Edmund A. Dollard. Martin J. O'Brien.
^ J^M^ ^ilj^Ol^,J^ e45lfi'
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SOPHOMORE CLASS DINNER.
Bay State Hoise, February 8, 1905.
SPEAKERS.
Toastmaster, Edward Matthews,
Class of 1907, Wm. E. Leahy,
Our Fellow Classes,
Class Poem,
Athletics,
The Ladies,
Class Horoscope,
Alma Mater,
Richard Tobin,
Robert B. Masterson,
Geo. S. L. Connor,
William H. Forestelle,
Wm. S. Pendleton,
John F. Sullivan.
John F. Sullivan.
COMMITTEE.
Edward J. Matthews, Chairman.
Wm. J. Cahill, Jr. Joseph L. Murray.
JUNIOR CLASS DINNER.
Bay State House, May 29, 1906.
William E. Leahy.
SPEAKERS.
Toastmaster,
Class of 1907,
Three Years Ago,
Athletics,
Class Poem,
The Ladies,
Next Year,
Alma Mater,
COMMITTEE.
Vincent T. Meaney, Chairman.
Win. J. Cahill, Jr. James A. Russell. Eugene T. McCarthy.
Wm. H. L. Forestelle.
Wm. E. Leahy.
Wm. S. Pendleton.
John A. FIj'nn.
Charles L. Foley.
Edward Matthews.
John F. Sullivan.
Thos. H. McNamara.
William E. Leahy.
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The scholastic year 1893-4 witnessed the founding of The Holy Cross Purple, which was
eventually accomplished after several ineffectual attempts. It had long been the desire of the
students at Holy Cross to found a magazine which would compare favorably with those of her
sister colleges, but not until this late date was their wish realized. Previous to the year 1893
there had been several class journals published, but all attempts to mould these journals into a
college paper failed; but when the boys of 1893-4 put themselves to the task they readily pro-
duced a successful college paper and a worthy representative of Holy Cross.
The Purple is not a classic, it is not a comic paper, but merely the outlet for the literary
ability of the students. The principle of life behind The Purple is the student body, and it was
to promote ability in the handling of the chief vehicle of thought and to encourage and
stimulate the desire for self-improvement in the manner of communicating their ideas fully
and adequately that the students of 1893-4 were led to found The Purple. They put forth a rep-
resentative journal, one containing notes of interest gathered from every pathway of Holy Cross
life, a journal filled with useful and instructive articles and official college news. Its columns
-*ei!i!^c^!li;tj
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were further designed, too, to serve as a medium to unite the alumnus more closel.v with his Alma
Mater, to keep him in touch with college happenings and to second his success and that of his
friends and classmates. As one of the early editions put it : The Holy Cross Purple is a liter-
al-}' magazine the aim of which is to cultivate a high literary spirit among the students by
exercising them in both critical and creative composition, and to foster a livelier college sj^irit
among those who have spent their youthful days at Holy Cross."
If one would realize the success of the undertaking he need but consider the standing and
prestige of The Purple in the collegiate world to-day. It takes rank among the leading college
papers and stands forth a model of literary' taste, patriotic sentiment, and college spirit.
Board of Editors 1906-1907
Robert B. Masterson, "07, Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editors
John J. Murphj-, "07
William J. Nugent, '07
William McKnight, "08
Cyril J. A. Goddard, "09
Vincent T. Meaney, '07
Francis E. Fole.v, '08
Richard A. Flinn, '08
Thomas W. Wickham, '09
Charles L. Folej', "0'
Bernard F. Dooley, '09
Business Managers
William E. Leahy, '07 James F. Rockett, '08
:[i(*-^»
IPURPLE STAFF.
THE CHAPEL.
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SODALITY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
HIS SODALITY was organized on December 8, 1844, and aggregated to the
Roman Pima Frimari i on April 10, 184G, under the patronage of St. Aloysius.
Its object is the fostering of a fiUal devotion to the Mother of God and the prac-
tice of virtue and piety among its members.
OFFICERS
DIRECTOR
FIRST ASSISTANT
William E. Leahy, '07
Rev. Michael J. Mahoney, S. J.
PREFECT
Charles L. Foley, '07
SECREl'ARY
Thomas J. Connor, '08
REGULATOR
Joseph H. Mosher, 08
JIUSIC LEADER
Denis A. O'Brien
Patrick Dowd, '07
Joseph F. Murray, '07
Thomas J. Faherty, '08
William J. Gavin, '08
SECOND ASSISTANT
Walter F. Quinn, '07
CONSULTORS
James E. Smith, '09
Edmund J. Ward, '09
William P. Connery, Jr., '10
Nicholas I. Colman, '10
1>»-^
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A QUERY - SENIORS
!
Do you ever rise and listen,
When the dawn awakes the day,
When the dews of morning glisten
On the budding flowers—in Maj'?
Rise and listen as the song-birds
Tune their voices to the breeze,
Whispering love-tales to Aurora,
— From their homes amid the trees?
Do you ever look and wonder,
W^hen the sun drives off the night,
When it bursts the mists asunder.
Bathing earth with gladsome light?
Look and wonder at the beauty
Of the picture drawn of morn,
By the graceful hand of Nature
— When the light of day is born?
l'envoi
No I Seniors are on Ostermoors
When birds aw-ake the day.
The sun is up an hour or more
Ere Seniors rise to pray !
i^-
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ARS DICENDI
THE AX: The flunk blade; hence to get the ax is
to ffet plucked.
BITE HIS HEAD OFF: Phrase of varied mean-
ings in accordance with its application. To bite
an examiner's head off is to dumbfound him by the
excellence of reciter's knowledge of the subject
in question. In general it means to completely
baffle and subdue one's antagonist.
BEAT IT: Carpe viam.
THE BL'LL: The noblest of animals, hence the
noblest of tall stories and big ones.
B. S. : Degree of honor conferred in Batting Bees.
AH: Pronounced with rising inflection. An ex-
clamation of contempt, incredulity and con-
tumely. Heard at all Pun Granges and Chestnut
Crackings.
BAT 'EM OUT: To tell tall and fish stories.
BATTER: One who tells such truths.
BEEFING: To narrate corpulent tales of doubtful
veracity and weighing about -20!)0 avoirdupois.
BEEFER: A weight lifter.
THE BELT: Figurative prize belt given to him
who best beefs or bats the highest.
COLLEGE DAYS: An ejaculation of mingled
pity and sorrow. Applied to one who dons a har-
ness of 6x4 trowsers, turned up three inches at
the bottom, and a boy's sized rain coat, with an
ink-drop cap.
DAVITIZE: To smash and annihilate; e. g., To
Davitize furniture.
FEED : Something worth eating.
FLUNK : To get 59 or less.
FLUNKIE: The recipient of 59 or less.
GOO: A stew of doubtful origin and concoction.
Ingredients unknown except to Mike and the
kitchen mechanics.
TO GET ONE'S GOAT: To have a fellow up a
tree.
FREE STUDIES: A relic of medieval times, held
behind closed doors every half-holiday and any
other time a poor flunkie would like to get out.
Also a species of state's prison for the proud pos-
sessor of 50 demerits.
GO GET HIM: Equivalent in pugilistic circles is
to bound a few off your friend the enemy.
HEAVE: Taken from shot putting. To hurl 16lb.
stories with wonderful agility and little exertion.
RAW STUFF: Unparlormentary language.
HOW DID YOU HIT HIM?—Which side of 60
do you fit on?
I GUESS NOT: Certainly, you are right.
IT'S A MISTAKE: Anything is a mistake when
it is not a mistake. Comprehensible by intuition,
and is a term used to strengthen the remarks of
the previous speaker.
I GUESS THIS IS BAD: A term used to praise
the cooking when you dine out Sunday evening.
It is often misunderstood by the cook and usuall}^
requires copious explanations.
JUGGED: Sentenced to Free Studies.
%.€^*#U«^|!L»c^J^^^e^^c-^I^
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KNOCK HIS BLOCK OFF: Similar in meaning-
to "Go Get Him" and "Bite His Head Off."
LATE SLEEP: To rise at 7.30 instead of the
usual hour, with or without permission.
LONG ONE
and incalculable as its lack of truth
A tale whose length is as unknown
NUGENTISM: An innate incurable disease which
often brings one to the brink of the Big Divide
yet never scares one. It manifests itself in an
inordinate desire to crack puny puns at all times,
in all places and on everything.
HIT THE OSTERMOOR: To sink into the arms
of "Morphy"; to sleep,
—
perchance to dream.
POOH BAH: To bat between .2,50 and .300.
PUEBELLA POOH BAH: To bat over .300 and
less than 1000.
PUTTING THEM OVER: Taking a chance on
an old story.
PULLING THEM DOWN: When the same thing
happened in your town you can make a put out
and come to bat yourself.
W^t.^-^'<^
RUSH: To give the attendant an empty dish,
which he is to convey to the Rathskeller and
replenish.
SHORT BOUNDS: An imaginary plot of ground
bounded by prefe<;ts.
DEMERITS: A joke until you get 50.
TOUGH AMBROSE: Hard luck, disagreeable
tidings, bad news.
PUT THE FIELDERS OUT: A precautionry
regulation when Mulvaney comes to bat.
GO IT, IRA! A South African phrase, meaning
"Go Get Him."
GEE WHIZ: An Ohio Oho.
GEEKERS KRINY: Either a prayer or a swear
word according to the feeling put into it.
STANG: To get caught with the goods.
BACK STOOP: A Maine way of referring to the
rear piazza.
HOLD ON: Equivalent to "I distinguish" in
Here. Sullivan's philosophy.
RAZ: A silent Hoiah when you don't get by with
a scheme.
)'m^c^^<^,^^r^^0^Lsc^^r^^,S^^J^tJ^t^^r^^^^U^J^^ai^l
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CLASS BIDDINGS"
(Season of 1906-1907)
1906.
Sept. 17. Fall term begins. "Everybody's happy."
"Josh" hasn't found his score-book yet.
Bill Nugent brings back a barrel of jokes.
Sept. 18. Davitt "breaks" into college. Creamer
returns from the mountains, where he
made a "hit" with the farmers.
Sept. 20. Forestelle returns in a cloud of darkness.
(Sad are the workings of the summer
sun).
Sept. 23. "Doc" and Jim start for the restaurant.
Lemonade season closes. A joke escapes
from Bill Nugent's closet.
Sept. 26. First meeting of the B. J. F. Debating
Society. Murray is presented with a
gavel.
Sept. 27. Bob writes his first stirring editorial for
The Purple.
Oct. 3. Jim O'Neil starts training.
Oct. 10. Atmosphere of Worcester is bleaching
Forestelle.
Oct. 12. Davitt, preparing for a "stone wall de-
fence," carries some stones in his suit
case to New Haven.
Oct. 15. "Murph" discourses on Harvard Sqnare.
Gene visits Hudson.
Oct. 19. Jim and Creamer wrestle. Geology class
assembles. Davitt has a good "under-
standing ' and performs quite a "feat" in
the realms of knowledge.
Oct. 23.
Oct. 24
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 3
Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Nov. 23
Nov. 28.
Dec. 1.
Dec. 3
Dec. 7
Dec. 15
Dec. 18
Dec. 22.
Dec. 23.
1907.
Jan. 7.
Forestelle tells of the challenge to the
pool game. Joke No. 37 leaks out from
Bill Nugent's collection.
The pool game begins.
No class A. M., for the pool game is not
ended yet.
Pete stumps for Moran.
McClure's first discourse on the olden
days.
Leahy in an argument gets "red-
headed."
Pete and Jim box for class championship.
Knockers' Club reorganized. Bill springs
his "knobby" joke.
"Slaying" begins as usual around Thanks-
giving time. A scarcity of snow. "Mul"
has changed his "manor."
Martin P. asks if there were clocks in
the days of Socrates.
Gene visits Hudson.
Dowd is discovered to be a musical
"harp."
Dan holds up the mail "coach."
Big snow storm. "George" thinks he is
home in Maine.
Christmas vacation begins. Murray is
happy. "Josh" starts for Poquonock.
" Josh " arrives home and is greeted by
the town band.
Seniors return! "Batting bee" is held in
Flynn's room. Creamer gets a home run.
Jack Flynncai'ght at the plate while try-
ing to stretch out a three-bagger.
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Jan. 9. Durkin needs assistance to carry over his
mail.
Jan. 16. Bill O' Neil is discovered making gestm-es
while talking over the "phone." (I vi^on-
der whom he is talking to).
Jan. 20. William H. Sullivan proclaims his thesis
on "late sleep." (Be sure to read it).
Jan. 23. Bill Nugent breaks his New Year's resolu-
tion by letting one of those jokes (You
know the kind) fly the coop.
Jan. 25. Gene O'Neil visits Hudson.
Jan. 28. Bob and "Murph" have a heated discus-
sion about nothing, and nothing results.
Both are satisfied. Strange!
Jan. 31. Midyear holidaj'. Davitt "breaks" the
good news.
Feb. 4. "Mill" entertains his friends with a few
short stories. Batting average .462.
Feb. 15. Jim and "Doc" visit the restaurant.
Feb. 19. Hudson is expecting a visit from Gene.
Feb. 23. Bill is accused of trying to make his
room-mate become a jokesmith.
Feb. 28. Creamer begins to train his voice.
Mar. 3. Mulvaney's supply of toothpicks ex-
hausted. Meaney comes to the rescue.
Mar. 8. March winds. The mail "coach" is
almost blown off the "bridge of si?'^-
Mar. 12. "Doc" is mistaken for a cigar T-dian.
Sat. Mar. 16. Celebration of St. Patrick'^ Day. Par-
ade through the Halls. Davitt, drum
major; Jack Sullivan, chief marshal;
Connor, orator; Fly-in Bros, and Foley,
musicians. Pat Dowd strongly objects
to Creamer's red necktie.
Mar. 21.
Mar. 23.
Mar. 27.
Apr. 6,
Apr. 7.
April 8.
April 15.
Apri'--^"-
April 23.
April 29.
May 1.
May 6.
May 12.
Matthews, in a heated B. J. F. debate,
puts out a fire in his pocket.
Bill springs a joke that provokes real
laughter. Creamer finally makes the
fifth quartette.
Piaster vacation begins.
First base-ball game. Mac's team piles
up a big score.
Seniors return for the last time. T' ' '^
"breaking" well at Holy Cross Davitt
d during
this vacation. "Mul" ca'-
pick all the way up M' Greylock. 'Tis
reported that "Jo^' ^"'^ the other mem-
ber of his class -^Id a reunion durmg the
vacation.
"Mac" ii^^" training table. One table
returns. Many things happe
.ed his tooth
lac
is not s rrv that he went.
^ fedipus Davitt, while sunning him-
gpi in his window, happens to be under
iO inverted pail of water. (Lucky he can
swim).
Ed does a clever stunt with his shoe. He
got the tap on 'em that time.
V. Finnegan Meaney and Bill O'Neil be-
gin to get Nugentesque in their remarks.
Meaney and Matthews strive for the
honor of being the tallest man in the
class.
McClure makes May baskets all day. (I
wonder where the party is going to be).
"Mul" hires a new chauifeur.
Tommy Mac thought that he found a
nickel. (Tinfoil is so deceptive, you
know).
^^c^®|X3,.^i^^.^^|M,^jt^
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Experience shows that the authors of this
calendar cannot remember dates well.
Forestelle has just learned his seventy-
fifth dialect.
These are busy days.
Seniors" oral exams in Philosophy begin.
Wow! Here's hoping for the best.
t,.''^*-*!
June 8.
June 15.
June 15.
June 18.
'#^o/^*-ki>^
Gene McCarthy dives (?) into the Blact -
stone for a base-ball. Finnigan conies lo
the rescue.
Oral exams are over.
Bill Sullivan goes to a dance, accompa-
nied by a tall hat and a Tuxedo.
Commencement. Breaking up of the big
family (i. e., the Class of 1907).
WEDIDIT & CO.
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1906 FOOT-BALL TEAM
c^fiffiJi^^* ^liv*-
JOHN FLYNN
HOEY
MANSFIELD
CARRIGAN
BARRY COACH CARNEY
f »
-« i i 1 (
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ONE HOUR BEFORE THE GAME
PRACTICE ON FITTON FIELD FIRST BASE STANDS
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CENTRE FIELD GEARY, Quarterback
H. Cahill
"Jack" O'Rourke
Amherst Game, 1905 Tufts Game, 1905
m^^^"
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Temptation
Mulvaney
Wanted—A Verdict Shakespeare says : " Aya ! "
f
The Mail Coach
The Big Four In the Day Scholars' Room
The College " Bread " Man The Terrible Twins
A Bunch Nine Muses
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AFTERWORD
nHE BOARD of Editors of The Purple Patcher hereby extendto all who have aided them in the slightest manner in their
work their sincerest thanks and appreciation. To The Purple
they would especially extend thanks for its kindness in the
loan of half-tone cuts. To under-classnien, too, who so will-
ingly contributed to the labors of their Art Editor, they would extend
their heartiest appreciation, and say that where so much was submitted
they were compelled to choose. Their choice, they trust, was for the
best,—offence or partiality were meant for none. They themselves have
spared no little time and labor to make their effort one worthy of the
class and Alma Mater,—time and conditions alone, perhaps, have rendered
it impossible to make their effort a better one. But throughout it all
the good will tendered them hy others has ever been a source of pleasure
to them, and now they grHsj) this o p!)rtunity to express to such their
sincerest appreciation.
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MEN'S WEAR
Its easy to do a big Men's Furnishing business provided you have what
the people want when they want it.
Our Men'v Furnishing Department was nevermore ready to serve you in
every line, all lines are complete, shirts, neckwear, collars, suspenders, belts,
handkerchiefs, hosiery, underwear and a complete line of J. B. Stetson soft
and derby hats, also night shirts and pajamas.
Step just inside the door and you can get what you want when you want
it— men to serve you quickly— no waiting.
OUR CLOTHES! Ware- Pratt Clothing
Made in Ware-Pratt Workrooms. Bear all the evidences of d finished
product that has received the most painstaking care, not only in the selection
of fabrics, but in the fit and finish that go to make-up a selection such as ap-
peals to the most critical buyer.
Hats, Furnishings, Shoes
stock
From the world's best factories. There is no room for any other in our
WARE PRATT COMPANY
Complete Outfitters for Men and Boys STATE MUTUAL BUILDING
BASE BALL
SCORES
Season 1907
April 6
Holy Cross
19
Amherst Aggies
7
II ADVERTISEMENTS
April 13
Holy Cross
Dartmouth
Snow
j^^^^ ^v Spring Shoes
df for
'^L Young" Men
«l *! This is your store for
^^9 stylish, moderate priced
^» shoes— no fancy prices
MARK]^^COSGROVE
li and 78 FRONT STREET
®h^ §^UU Mntmi larbrr
Will satisfy the most fastidious
customers, try it. Five chairs
no wait
3rd Floor State Mutual Building
JOHX J. EHNES
April 17
Holy Cross
7
i'rinitj^
6
Clothing
Ready Made and
to Measure.
Liveries,
Autombile
Garments and
Requisites.
English Hats
and Haberdasherv
ESTABLISHED 1818
'm/
(gL@Tr
BROADWAY coR.TV'-'fl^TY-SECOKD 5T.
NF.W VOR.-'v.
Fine Shoes,
Shirtings,
House Garments,
Leather and
Wicker Goods.
Travelling
and Toilet
Articles,
etc., etc.
Fine English and Scotch Woolens for Clothing made to measure.
Suits and Overcoats ready made of latest shapes and newest fabrics.
Riding Suits and Riding Breeches, Special Suits for Fishing and all equipment for Polo and Hunt.
English and Domestic Hats including many novelties in Travelling and Negligee Hats.
Shoes for Dress, Street or Sporting wear.
Our own Special Steamer Trunk, light weight, durable and especially compact for stateroom use.
Fitted Casses, Holdalls, Luncheon Baskets and Requisites for travel by Land or Sea. Catalogue
with Illustrations and prices mailed on request.
ADVERTISEMENTS III
iabt^ iL S^l^mn OIo
The
Square jDeal
Clotniers
Rigkt Goods— RigKt MetKods— RigKt Prices
522 Jyiain Street, Cor. Cnatnam Street
S^^att B Caf^
Jere F. Regan, Prop.
SItp l^pst of iEbpri|tI)ttt9 alhiaua rcaJig
No. 23 MECHANIC STREET
April 19
Holy Cross
1
Georgetown
&Wb
^W6
ESTABLISHED 1860. INCORPORATED 1891.
(^mmt J. Il^hiftt OIn.
•MANUFACTURERS
Pureoxia Distilled Water and all kinds
of Aerated Waters and Cold- Blast
==^=^= Ginger Ale =^==^^^=:
41-43-45 Waldo Street, Worcester, Massachusetts
S'Wb
April 20
Holy Cross
7
Wesleyan
:1
IV ADVERTISEMENTS
April 24
Holy Cross
I I
Williams
8
ir. ul. iC. iir(Sff
.Dentist.
Park
503 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.
L^aps and
Go\\^ns
Makers to 1907
iKfuiif^^ M^KmfMat
Excellent C^uality and
Workmansnip
AT LOWEST PRICES
Faculty GoAvns and Hoods, Cassocks
and Clerical Clotnmg
COX SONS & VINING
262 Fourth Ave., 'New York
April 2'
Princeton
3
Holy Cross
2
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'DON'T FORGET
Zaeder s Cjerman Restaurant
6-14 MECHANIC STREET
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ADVERTISEMENTS V
D. H. EAMES COMPASY
Makers of
A rtistic Cloth es
College Tailoring- a Specialty. Moderate Prices
Mam Street WORCESTER. MASS. Corner Front Street
May 1
Prince Ion
4
Holy Cross
BayStateCoalCo.
JOHN B. SIMARD, Treas. and Mgr.
452 Main Street
Tele-^lione 990-940
May 3
Holy Cross
15
Syracuse
VI ADVERTISE ME XTS
Jay 4-
Harvard
1
Holy Cross
Jay G
Dartmouth
Holy Cross
Rain
THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Notre Dame, Indiana
Offers courses in Law; Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical
Engineering ; Architecture ; Journalism : History and Economics
:
Biology ; and General Science.
Send ten cents to cover postage of Catalogue.
REV. JOHN CAVAXAUGH, C. S. C,
President of the University,
Notre Dame. Indiana.
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T. D. FOLEY ^ COMPANY
Cjar^enter and
Cjeneral Contractor
24 PERRY AVENUE, WORCESTER
]
*
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May 7
U. of Vermont
1
Holy Cross
..
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... Wnen in Boston Patronize ...
The most centrally located hotel for travelers and
visitors. A high-class modern house. One block from
Boston & Albany "Huntington Avenue Station"' and
N. Y., N. H. & H. "Back Bay Station." Electric
cars pass the door to B. & M. R. R. "North Station"'
and connect with "L" and surface lines running all
over New England. Intelligent service, moderate
prices, pleasant rooms, superior cuisine. Ladies tra-
veling alone are assured courteous attention. Long
distance telephone in every room. Headquarters for
College and School Athletic Teams
120 J\.ew R.ooms Just Cjom^letea
AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Pro^,.
Huntington Avenue, Exeter \^ Blagaen Sts.
F. A. EASTON
Estahlished 1875
E. M. WHALEN
Incorporated 1903
r . A. Easton Company
NptushpabrH
tatiottpra
(corner JVLain & Pleasant Streets
Vvorcester, J^ass.
May 9
Setoii Hall
2
Holy Cross
1
VIII A D Y E R T I S E :M E X T S
Mav 11
Holy Cross
3
Fiirdhani
o
Mav 15
Villanova
6
Holy Cross
4
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F o r d h a m LJniversit y
Under direction of the Jesuit Fathers. Rev. 'Daniel J. Quinn, S.J., President
D i p 1 "r t m i N. T s
St. John s dollege, Foranam, fS^ew York C/ity
For Boarders and Day-Scholars. OflPers two coui'ses of studies, one leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, the other leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Science. The studies of both courses are all prescribed, with the exception that
in the Senior year a slight extent of choice is made possible.
There are also Preparator}- courses. For information apply to the Registrar
Rev. W. G. Read Mlllan, S. J.,
Prefect of Studies.
Scnoof of Law, 42 Broadway, j\.ew lork City
It is the aim of the school to make its students efficient lawyers and qualify
them for the conduct of public affairs, for the proper administration of which a
knowledge of the law is essential. Therefore, the historical and philosophical de-
velojiment, as well as the practical application, of the studies of the courses will
be taught. A ver.v comprehensive course of lectures on General Jurisprudence
will be delivered.
Pail Fuller, LL.D., Dean.
Scnoof of Jyledicine, Fordnam, j\.ew York City
Only candidates for the first, second and third vear classes will be admitted
in 1907-1908. The courses of the fourth year will be added in 190S-1909. The
standard of the School for 1907-1908, will be based upon one year of college
work. All students must present a Medical Student's Certificate of the Regents
of the Universit}- of the State of New York, showing that the candidate has com-
pleted at least the Freshman year in a College registered by the Regents as main-
taining a satisfactorv standard.
James J. Walsh, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D.,
Acting Dean.
l-^^-s^^s
ADVERTISEMENTS IX
1^ Heywood Slioe
^w
For Men
^^k "Heywood Shoes \vear
bn^. Our Retail Store
^^^^ 415 Main Street
Heywooa Boot ana Shoe Co.
MANUFACTURERS
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
jyL. H. Shoosnan& Co.
Hign Grade Cnocolates, Joon J3ons
and Fancy Packages constantly on
nand. Ice Cream, Ices. Brick form.
Puddings, Roman Puncnes, etc.
Prompt delivery
TELEPHONES 3818-4299
76 Green St. 620-622 Mam St.
JHew Park Hotel
JOHN F. KELLEHER, Mgr
Catering 'Sest Trade. Ladies and
(jentlemen. JHew in every respect.
riot and Cold vvater. Eilectric
light
57 'Park Street, Vvorcester, jYLass.
GOOD
Hoolzhinding
Since 1845
vveshy s Bindery
387 Main Street 50 Foster Street
vvorcester, Jylass.
May 18
Hoi}' Cross
10
Yale
4
May 22
ii
Holy Cross
10
Trinit}'
2
X ADVERTISE MENS
ay 23
Hi)ly Cross
14
J. of Vermont
1
THE PHOTOGRAPHS IN THIS BOOK WERE MADE
AT THE STUDIO OF
LOUIS FABIAN BACHRACH
ONE CHATHAM STREET. WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
ly 25
Holy Cross
25
Tufts
3
ADVERTISEMENTS XI
Jas. E. O'Leary Frank E. O'Donoghue
The Fashion Shoe Store
We Keep Quality^
That Keeps Friends
St. Paul's Corner 532 Main Srreet
William T. Brown
... TAILOR ...
5 Pleasant Street, Worcester
May 29
Holy Cross
6
Tufts
5
rns~h'TF(£t.(y t-. ±h.e vv. J. Feeley Qjom^any
Ecclesiastical Art Jyletal
vvorkers ana Jyleaalists
Jrrovidence,
—
_S>^=«.; f^oRic'. CAa^it.
Rhode Is/and
May 30
Holy Ci'oss
6
Dartmouth
XII ADVERTISEMENTS
line 1
Fordham
5
Holy Cross
FOOTBALL
SCORES
Season 1906
^fWb
ff^^
crwb
DESIGNS
ADVERTISING
BIRDS
EYE
VIEWS
HALF TONES
PKoto^rei-pK-in.^MeLcKi n.ery
toRetoixcKittgf ArtPRINTING
WGDDBUBYCARlTSNe
4>\^I,NUT St >VbRCESTER
THE WOODBURY CARLTON COMPANY MAKE
A SPECIALTY OF ILLUSTRAT ONS FOR CLASS
BOOKS AND OTHER COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
THE PLATES USED HERE WERE MADE BY
THEM
S^^
&W6
ADVERTISEMENTS XTII
Illustrated Catalogue Mailed on
= Request =====
John MiddleTon
Imporrer f^" Mounte
219 VVai-nutSt.
BOWLS made: IN FRANCE
Pipes Repaired
We furnished the 190?' Class
= Pipes =
Franklin Square Theatre
flaying all that is good
in Dramatic ana
jyl us i cal Ineatricals
SHEA & BURKE COMPANY
e s s e e s and 'P r o ^ Victors
September 29
Holy Cross
6
Amherst Aggie
4
A Block of
companies
whose Stabil-
ity is un-
questioned.
Germania Fire Insurance Co.
oi New York
Old Worcester Mutual
Merchants* and Farmers
Mutual
The Reliance of Philadel-
phia
City of New York
Insurance Co.
ARE YOU PROTECTED]?
AT THE LOWEST RATE!
Patrons Jtlave Their Choice of Companies Representing
Over $50,000,000
j\.7cno/as J. Jylooney
339 MAIN ST'REET
Room 4 JDurnsiae Hlag. O^en Saturday Evenings
The companies in my
agency are the repre-
sentative companies of
America. All who ever
had Fire Insurance
transactions with me,
know that all losses are
satisfactorily adjusted
and promptly paid at
this office.
Before you place your
Insurance, it will pay
you to call at this office.
Our rales are the Low-
est in the city. Drop
a postal or telephone
534-4 and my repre-
sentative will gladly
give you any informa-
tion desired.
October 6
Dartmouth
16
Holy Cross
XIV ADVERTISEMENTS
October 13
Yale
17
Holy Cross
October 20
Holy Cross
Maine
Harrisan Brothers
PRINTERJ"
OF
THIS BOOK
48 Southbridge St., Worcester
"The World gives its admiration
not to those who do what nobody
else attempts, but to those who
do best what multitudes dowel!"
ADVERTISEMENTS XV
" The Store of Satisfaction
Thos, J. Degnan Co.
Everytningm furnisnings
ana everytning rignt.
Faculty and boys or rloly
Cross are welcome nere.
^A' e re only a xew doors
from Main Street. . . .
64 Front Street, Vvorcester, jylass.
October 27
Holy Cross
29
Worcester Tecl]
(EompUm^nta nf t\\t
rxnt^Xn Wi\mXxt
^^^^'-
'<3'^^G'~-C^<d' ^^^^^W^^^^^^^^^^^^'
November 3
Holy Cross
8
Fordham
5
XVI ADVERTISEMENTS ^
November 10
Cornell
16
Holy Cross
6
November 29
Holy Cross
16
ForJham
6
Poll s 1 heatres
Presenting the hest of High-Class VaudeviJJe
Holaing ahsolute command of the
Am.erican ana Foreign attractions
Locations :
Worceseer, Mass. Springnela, Mass.
Hartfora, Conn. Wateroury, Conn. (2)
New Haven, Conn. (2) Bridgeport, Conn.
Scranton, Pa. WilkesDarre, Pa.
Ten modern nouses equi^^ea with every detail for per-
fect productions and the pleasure and
comfort of 'patrons
OUR MOTTO:
Always a Good, Clean Snow
VAUDEVILLE SEASON. - - From September 1 to May 15
SUMMER STOCK SEASON. - - From May 15 to September 1
S. Z. "POLL Sole Proprietor
-
I
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